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ABRAHAM, WILLIAM I. *Annual Budgeting and Development Planning.*
The author discusses the need for coordination between the separate, but related, functions of planning and budgeting so that implementation of plans can be effected.

This book, which refers to Shepard and Blake's work at ESSO, describes a sensitivity training approach to behavioral change in formal, hierarchical organizations.

ADELSON, MARVIN, ET AL. *A Pilot Center for Educational Policy Research.*
Part I. Santa Monica, Calif.: System Development Corporation, February, 1968. (ED 014 672)
This book postulates the establishment of a network of centers which would focus on two crucial relationships, the first of which exists between education and other vital concerns of the individual and society, and the second between those contemporary policies, plans and commitments which are related to education, and their effects on future conditions.

Project TRY is presented as a program designed to provide six hundred youths between the ages of seventeen and twenty-one at the Bedford Stuyvesant High School with a comprehensive educational environment which would enable them to learn social, vocational, and personal skills. The authors feel that Project TRY is unique because it emphasizes the creation of a mechanism for the orderly collection, evaluation, and feedback of information directly related to the educational activities within the project, thus facilitating appropriate operating decisions and project modifications.

AGGER, ROBERT E., AND MARSHALL N. GOLDSMITH. *Educational Innovations in the Community.* Eugene, Oreg.: University of Oregon, 1965. (ED 010 164)
The authors have studied the impact of school improvement projects on two different communities over a period of time. In this work, they present an exhaustive case study based on their findings, and an analysis dealing with various aspects of community orientation with regard to schools and of community acceptance of change.
Alkin, Marvin C. *Toward an Evaluation Model: A System Approach*. Los Angeles, Calif.: Center for the Study of Evaluation of Instructional Programs, University of California, August, 1967. (ED 014 150)

The author describes six elements of the evaluation model at the school district level.


Strategic planning, management control, and operational control are differentiated.


From a survey of four hundred administrators, teachers and researchers, the authors tentatively conclude that, regardless of the material support and instructional techniques available to the teacher, the quality of the interpersonal relationship is the most important factor in the learning process. Other findings and conclusions are also reported.


Argyris postulates that changes, if they are to be permanent, must begin "at the top." He points out that the values which dominate large organizations are primarily impersonal and task-oriented; humanistic and democratic values are lacking. Thus, non-authentic relationships which are phony, static, non-supportive, and coercive and the resulting interpersonal incompetence, conflict, lack of trust, conformity, and rigidity can develop.


Barnard views executive work as the specialized work of maintaining the operation of the organization, not as the work of the organization per se. He feels that the effectiveness of cooperative systems depends almost entirely upon the invention or adoption of innovations with regard to specialization. The primary aspect of specialization exists in the subdivision of purpose or general ends into intermediate or detailed ends which make it possible to achieve the more remote goals.

The author defines innovation as any thought, behavior, or thing that is new because it is qualitatively different from existing forms. He presents a detailed exegesis on change from an anthropological point of view.


The book includes the description of a study which was conducted so that the factors contributing to successful media-innovation and instructional development could be identified. It seeks to establish guidelines to help others carry out necessary changes in these fields.

Bear, William (ed.). *A Research Project to Identify the Need for and Feasibility of Regional Educational Media Research Organizations with a Regional Research Improvement Orientation.* Salem, Oreg.: Oregon State Department of Education, April, 1962. (ED 003 631)

This report describes the manner in which the study was conducted.


Educational planning is defined as the exercising of foresight in determining the policy, priorities and costs of an educational system, having due regard for economic and political realities, for the system's potential for growth, and for the needs of the country and of the pupils served by the system. The author combines planning, adoption and execution, even though he feels that these elements may be separated for analytical purposes. He views political judgement as the heart of planning. He also discusses the functions of the administrator in the various phases of planning.


The author describes and analyzes an organizational change effort undertaken by a Swiss industrial social psychologist in an international Swiss firm. The change agent focused on sensitivity training, and the dynamics of individual and group behavior.


Bennis feels that bureaucracy is incapable of appropriate responses to a turbulent environment. The author deals with two concerns which arise from this incapacity: the first is a research problem which he calls "knowledge utilization," the second is a training problem. He also differentiates seven types of change on the basis of the change agent-client system relationship involved in each case.

This is a comprehensive book of readings on such topics as planned change, change agents, change strategies, etc., with an emphasis on group dynamics and social psychology.


This book presents a general overview of planning theory as applied to educational organizations.

Bhola, Harbans S. *Innovation Research and Theory*. Columbus, Ohio: School of Education, Ohio State University, 1965.

The book contains many hard-to-find definitions which are related to change, and presents an extensive survey of the field.


The issues, problems, and areas to be studied in planning educational change are reported, and an abstract of each paper presented at the Conference is also included.


In focusing on the nature of bureaucratic organizations, the following four types of formal organizations are discussed: (1) mutual-benefit, (2) business, (3) service and (4) commonweal.


After general remarks on innovations in education over the years, the programs of six new liberal arts colleges are described by representatives of these institutions.


Three principles of planning are put forth:

(1) The scope of realistic planning cannot exceed the range of activity or the consideration of the entity within which it is formulated, for which it is intended, and by which it is implemented.
Comprehensive planning for any entity is a primary responsibility of its chief executive. Without active support of the chief executive, directly or indirectly applied, planning will fail or at best fall short of its potential contribution.


Brickell presents a "theory-into-practice" model for educational change which tries to interrelate the following processes: (1) program design, (2) evaluation through field studies, and (3) dissemination through demonstration and re-education.


This book presents case studies of planned changes in industrial settings.


In this theoretical paper, Campbell attempts to combine familiar psychological variables in a new system in which the principal constraints are Representation (R), a unit of cognitive activity, and M-value (M), a motivational dimension which measures the hedonistic value of R. This theory implies that repeated encounters with approximately the same situation will allow the R-values to become more predictable as smooth behavioral sequences develop.


The authors present a detailed exposition on the identification of need and the formulation of problems. They also present criteria for the adequate definition of problems.


One hundred eighteen instructional innovations covering seventy-five Oklahoma school districts are described in terms of background information, implementation, and evaluation. The material in this publication was chosen either because it presented a completely new idea or, more commonly, because it presented some innovative means of implementing a familiar idea.

From an expanded social context, Carlson describes the role of the superintendent in the adoption of innovations by local school districts.


Carlson's data show that place-bound and career-bound superintendents tend to perform the executive role in different ways. The place-bound individual tends to maintain the status quo of the school system, while the career-bound individual tends to change the school system.


This book investigates the feasibility of establishing a number of regional educational media-research centers with a programmatic orientation.


In August of 1964, Harvard Graduate School of Education began a study to investigate the feasibility of establishing a regional data bank for educational research purposes. The plan included a series of conferences of educators to determine what information such a data bank should contain, and what form it should take.


Carter indicates how little and how slowly psychological and educational research has influenced educational practice. He cites some results of research by the Department of Defense which indicates that the successful implementation of a research idea is most often accomplished by the same people and in the same laboratory involved in the original discovery. He conjectures that if part of the research staff participate in developmental activities, and if some of the development staff engage in research, a blending of efforts embodying that concept of the process involved in the utilization of research-knowledge will result.

In placing emphasis on effecting organizational change through planning, Castetter explains the impact of the organizational structure, the board of education, the superintendent, the school principal, and administrative behavior.


Planning is viewed as the systematic management of assets. It involves the following major supporting activities: (1) the identification of the primary objectives, in the pursuit of which assets are managed, (2) the integration of the various strategic streams of decisions which are necessary if assets are to be converted to achievement of the objectives posed, and (3) time considerations, both present and future. The managerial function demands two types of coordination: technical and staff; planning deals with both. Three principal aspects of the planning process are the following: (1) ideological, (2) technical and economic, and (3) organizational and political.


Chandler defines "strategy" and "structure" in terms of their relationship to organizational change and growth. Strategy involves the determination of long-range goals as well as the planning and carrying out of methods to achieve these goals and to assure organizational growth. Structure is that organization devised to administer the enlarged and expanded activities resulting from the strategy. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that eventually the configuration of the structure will be dependent upon the strategy. Both strategy and structure are dependent upon the application of the resources of the enterprise to market demand. Structure involves the integration of these resources with present demand; strategy is concerned with the distribution of resources to meet future, or anticipated, demands.

Christiansen, James E., and Robert E. Taylor. *The Adoption of Educational Innovations among Teachers of Vocational Agriculture.* Columbus, Ohio: Department of Agricultural Education, College of Agriculture and Home Economics, Ohio State University, 1966. (ED 016 783)

This study attempts to determine the relative influence of selected sources of information which affect the adoption of specific educa-
tional innovations among experienced vocational education teachers in Ohio. It tries to apply the stages of the rural sociology diffusion model.

This work investigates the diffusion of a new drug using the five stages of the rural sociology diffusion model: awareness, interest, evaluation, trial, and adoption.

The task force was set up to determine and define the content and scope of an information system which could assist local school districts in locating and using the results of research and development in education. This report presents the outcome of the discussion and an analysis of the following questions: What is the problem? What are the existing conditions? What might constitute a model system? What are the practical possibilities? What system components are most needed at the present time?

Strategy is defined as specific and manageable approaches inducing a process which will lead to desired improvements in the structure and functioning of a group or community. Development can be induced by the following means: (1) resources; (2) technology; (3) knowledge and beliefs; (4) values and sentiments; (5) goals and felt needs; (6) norms; (7) position and roles; (8) power, leadership and influence; (9) social rank; (10) history; and (11) space relations.

Cook, Desmond L. Participant Follow-Up Study. The PERT Lectures: A Case Study in Knowledge Dissemination and Utilization, Volume II. Columbus, Ohio: School of Education, Ohio State University, August, 1966. (ED 010 372)
Two of the major findings of this study report that (1) the audience consisted of persons who voluntarily attended the lectures out of curiosity, but whose professional interests did not lie exclusively in the area of research and development, and (2) informal communication between colleagues is more important than formal techniques in creating awareness of dissemination.

Some of the principal influences and constraints on decisions are outlined and discussed.

Corey deals with the philosophical problem of the desirability of promoting deliberate, planned change in a democratic social order. He appears to feel that the means used, rather than the ends sought, are important.


The authors discuss ten assumptions concerning change.


The author reports his experience with the Planning Commission in Pakistan, where the pressure of work precluded reflection on underlying policy and its implications.


The book discusses objectives of educational development and the factors responsible for change. Because curriculum development is seen not only as a function which requires permanent national agencies to deal with it but also as an integral part of educational development policies and educational planning, various countries are introducing new agencies for research and development.


This study shows the various ways in which dissemination of information concerning instructional material needs to be improved in New York State. However, neither the manner in which this improvement can be effected nor the feasibility of testing the various channels which might implement this change are discussed.


Dale indicates that, since the size and problems of companies are continually changing, management must learn how to adapt the organization to these changes. This may be done by analyzing the problems that arise at various stages of company growth, the formulation of objectives, the delegation of responsibility, the span of control, the role of the staff assistant and specialist, committee work and coordination, decentralization, and reorganization. Dale feels that basic company objectives should determine
not only the basic company functions but also the division of work, and that the organization structure should give the personality factor greater consideration.

Davis, Richard Howard. *Personal and Organizational Variables Related to the Adoption of Educational Innovations in Liberal Arts Colleges.* Chicago, Ill.: University of Chicago, 1965. (ED 003 685)

This book reports the results of a study of two liberal arts colleges, one of which is noted for the adoption of many innovations, the other for adopting few innovations. The following hypotheses were tested in this study:

1. Full time faculty members and administrators in both types of liberal arts colleges do not differ significantly in awareness of educational innovations. **CONFIRMED.**

2. The pattern of personality variables of non-influentials among administrative officials and full-time faculty members at a liberal arts college does not differ significantly from that of influentials within the same groups. **CONFIRMED.**

3. The set of personality variables of influentials in a highly innovative liberal arts college differs significantly from that of influentials in a similar college which is only slightly innovative. **NOT CONFIRMED.**

4. Organizational norms are perceived as more "recommended" and "permitted" in a highly innovative college, in a low-innovative college as more "obligatory" and "prohibited". **PARTIALLY CONFIRMED.**


According to Davis one cannot plan education in one-to-one correspondence to work force requirements, because the relationship between education and production is too indirect. He also discusses many statistical and mathematical models for educational planning.


The author tries to apply a planning and control system to one firm. His research design involves the description of the firm and the subsequent submission of his description to a panel of experts for reaction and comments. The author concludes that planning in business may not be as sophisticated as some people think, and that the planning process is most useful when it includes a fairly specific implementation strategy for carrying out the long-range plan.

This report is in many respects a case study of an evolving project rather than a tightly statistical, quantitative assessment of the impact of an innovative practice. The authors state that dissemination can be an effective device for improving education.

Eboch, Sidney C. (ed.). *Novel Strategies and Tactics for Field Studies of New Educational Media Demonstrations.* Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, 1965. (ED 003 120)

The appendices to this work include a research taxonomy, choices and dilemmas in change, the functions of the research-and-development process, and change strategies.


The main concern of planning is the institution of an effective system so that resources can be utilized to their best advantage in the achievement of given ends.


In this work, each country describes its educational planning according to the following topics:

1. Types of planning.
2. Agencies responsible for educational planning.
3. Preparation, implementation and evaluation of plans.
4. Training of staff to carry out planning.
5. International action.
6. Plans for the future.
7. Miscellaneous.

Educational Program: Coordination and Development. Iowa Community Junior College Workshop Report. Iowa City, Iowa: Office of Community College Affairs, University of Iowa, 1967. (ED 014 300)

The report describes the following general topics:

1. The use of a core program to provide a common experience for all students before they decide between an occupational course or higher level of preparation.
2. The employment of consultants in early planning stages and the related use of surveys in the development of the instructional program.
3. An examination of possible uses of electronic data processing for routine data collection and dissemination tasks.
4. A systems approach to the instructional program with the analysis of the course to define objectives, the framing and sequencing of the instructional modules, and the evaluation of the learner's response with regard to specified goals.
Eidell, Terry L., and Joanne M. Kitchel (eds.). Knowledge Production and Utilization in Educational Administration. Portland, Oreg.: Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration and University Council for Educational Administration, University of Oregon, 1968. This work is a cross-disciplinary collection of essays on innovation.


An Experiment in Planning by Six Countries. The Mediterranean Regional Project. Paris: Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development, 1965. This report describes a project whose original aim was the production of a plan for educational development in the light of the economic needs of six different countries, as well as recommendations to policy makers on a program of action.

Eye, Glen G., et al. Relationship Between Instructional Change and the Extent to Which School Administrators and Teachers Agree on the Location of Responsibilities for Administrative Decisions. Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin, 1966. (ED 010 166) The authors imply that educators probably engage much more in the planning than in the implementing of instructional change. They report a study based on the thesis that the extent of congruence among teachers, administrators and supervisors is related in a positive manner at an appropriate level of significance to the incidence of planning for instructional change as well as to the extent of the implementation of this planning. Results indicate that the relationship between the extent of congruence in staff perceptions of decision-point location is not significantly related to the production of curricular plans or to the implementation of these plans.

Farnsworth, Philio T. Adaptation Processes in Public School Systems. New York: Columbia University Press, 1940. The author suggests an application model in educational change which should follow this sequence: reorganize and articulate the need, propose a solution, create interest in the suggested solution, demonstrate usefulness, invite group and public interest, obtain official approval and community financing, and remove any legal restrictions.
Folsom stresses the importance of staff assistance in planning at the top level of management.

This handbook of examples of cross-cultural problems encountered by Americans working overseas contains case studies in change.

This book presents a study of the acceptance of change by the people of Plainville. Gallaher makes several conclusions:
(1) An important factor in the acceptance of change by the public is the subjective meaning which individuals themselves see in the proposed innovation.
(2) In Plainville, centralized agencies can interfere with the acceptance of change by the community.
(3) The broadening effects of travel on the citizens of Plainville are instrumental in establishing a climate favorable to innovation.

In this work, an urban sociologist has applied concepts and data from the social sciences to problems which confront the professionals concerned with the future of American cities.

According to Gardner, change is to be judged by the criterion of continuing adaptability.

In this study, innovation is defined as the successful introduction of new means or ends to an applied situation. The authors also analyze the political aspects of change.

This series of papers considers the role of technology, institutions and agencies in the dissemination and implementation of change.

The authors present a case study of change in which a conservative school board reacts negatively to the change strategies of the liberal school superintendent.


This book discusses the role of regional laboratories, of the state, and of the federal government in finding the solutions to the problems of educational change, teacher militancy, instruction, administrative leadership, critical social issues, and finance.

Goldhammer, Keith, and Roland J. Pellegrin. *Jackson County Revisited.* Eugene, Oreg.: Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration, University of Oregon.

The authors present a case study which shows the involvement of politics in education, in the confrontation of liberals and conservatives.


The problems of planning and organizing for teaching are classified by three levels of remoteness from students engaged in their schooling: teachers, who are in close contact with pupils, make instructional decisions; teachers and their administrative superiors make institutional decisions; school board members, state legislators, and federal officials make "societal-educational" decisions.


Various essays are presented on decision-making.


It is observed that the teacher does not perceive her role as someone who should or can make decisions about educational innovations. Findings show that most teachers see acceptance of a specific change as something contingent chiefly upon the relevant policies of their administration. They tend to see their own role primarily as the act of teaching, although this can be subject to administrative change.
The author makes three conclusions about administration:
(1) Administration is a generalized type of behavior which can be found in all organizations.
(2) Administration is the process of directing and controlling life in a social organization.
(3) The specific function of administration is the development and regulation of the decision-making process in the most efficient manner possible.

The book aims to give the person who is neither a teacher nor an expert in education the general knowledge necessary for wise planning. It concentrates on what planning should accomplish rather than how the actual planning should be done. It covers such topics as aims, staffing, money, further development, and emergency measures.

This research study focuses on the events that transpired during a six-month period after an innovation was announced. The study attempts to shed light on organizational complexities and the dynamics of the process of change.

Guest points out that changes imposed by the top of a hierarchy do not assure the cooperation of subordinates; rather there must be some kind of involvement from below which makes it possible for subordinates to accept and even initiate a certain amount of change themselves.

In presenting a pattern for research on administrative behavior, Halpin explains the derivation and use of the "Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire" (LBDQ) and the "Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire" (ODCQ).

This work investigates the question, "Innovation: How Does It Happen?" It also discusses sources for innovation, the conditions under which innovation can take place, and those aspects of innovation which can become problem areas.

This work focuses on eight problems in the area of designing and interpreting research on training people in human relations.


This bibliography contains approximately four thousand entries.

Heck, James B. An Analysis of Change in Public Education. Columbus, Ohio: The Evaluation Center, College of Education, Ohio State University, 1967.

This research study seeks to identify factors which are associated with the acceptance and adoption of educational change.


This work contains an anthology of readings on the substance and effects of changes in the elementary school; it does not investigate how changes are to take place.


Hood presents a case study of the development and use of an Army leadership preparation training course.


This report describes the research and development process, some reasons for the amendments to the Cooperative Research Act, and various types of Cooperative Research support.


This report explains four imperatives for the schools: (1) organization for change, (2) application of cost-benefit analysis, (3) stimulation of research and innovation, and (4) establishment of a national commission on research, innovation and evaluation in education. It also describes some problems of the schools, as well as goals and opportunities, costs and benefits, and a proposal that a commission on research, innovation and evaluation in education be formed.
In this work, suitable targets for institutional research are identified, organizational patterns are suggested, and specific institutional research programs are described.

Jenson, Theodore J., and David L. Clark. *Educational Administration.* New York: The Center for Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1964. The authors define the term "model" in two ways. In its general sense, "model" can be used to connote a scheme, paradigm, or classification which attempts to describe phenomena in a systematic manner by using symbols or classification categories; when applied to the study of phenomena, it is designed to produce relevant, testable hypotheses. In its specific sense, it may be defined in terms of the isomorphic relation of one phenomenon or concept to another; it is then employed to develop laws, theories, or hypotheses regarding a less understood area.

Jung, Charles, Ronald Lippitt, and Robert Fox. *Retrieving Social Science Knowledge for Secondary Curriculum Development.* Lafayette, Ind.: Purdue University, March, 1966. (ED 014 000) This work reports a series of sixteen 2-1/2-hour interviews which were conducted with small groups of social scientists to obtain their answers to the question, "What phenomena, concepts, theories, issues and methodologies from your area should be included in a high school social science curriculum?" In a seventeenth session, the team-members discussed strategies for use of the data.


(1) They tend to rely upon a greater number of information sources for new curriculum practices,
(2) They have more years of school administration experience,
(3) They have more years of total professional educational experience,
(4) They have a greater involvement of their teaching staffs in curriculum change, and
(5) They have a greater recognition of the worth and dignity of their teaching staffs.

Kreitlow, Burton W., and Teresa MacNeil. *An Evaluation of the Model for Educational Improvement as an Analytical Tool for Describing the Change Process.* Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, University of Wisconsin, March, 1969. This book describes the development and testing of a model which is to serve as a valid description of the change (improvement) process in education. This model assumes that each school has, in one form or another, the social machinery for institutional adjustment.


Kushner, G. M. Gibson, et al. *What Accounts for Sociocultural Change? A Propositional Inquiry.* Chapel Hill, N. C.: Institute of Research in Social Science, University of North Carolina, 1962. This work is a commentary on familiarity-unfamiliarity and the general notions of congruence and compatibility. A distinction is made between malleable cultural traits, such as those dealing with instrumental techniques and aesthetic matters, and persistent traits, which deal with ideological security, status maintenance and child rearing. The author suggests that a change dealing with the former is much more likely to gain acceptance than a change which deals with the latter.

Lawrence, Paul R. *The Changing of Organizational Behavior Patterns.* Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1958. This book presents case studies of organizational change in which no outside change-agent was involved.


The authors define planning, present its characteristics and dimensions, and explain the sequential steps in planning. They also indicate what topics should be covered in a plan, and they put forth various hypotheses concerning how planning is to be accomplished.

Likert states that those changes which are made rapidly or which are superimposed by authority meet with strong resistance. He feels that errors are likely to occur when major changes are introduced, and that changes end abruptly if those at higher levels in the hierarchy do not support subordinates who make mistakes.

This work maintains that universities need much more information about their operations in order to make intelligent decisions.

A change model with the following seven phases is explained:
(1) The development of a need for change.
(2) The establishment of a change relationship.
(3) The clarification or diagnosis of the client system's problem.
(4) The examination of alternative routes and goals; the establishment of goals and intentions of action.
(5) The transformation of intentions into actual change efforts.
(6) The generalization and stabilization of change.
(7) The achievement of a terminal relationship.

Lippmann argues for the institutionalization of the planning process by establishing a system of organized information gathering.

This book traces the historical background of key scientific events which led to the creation of five major technological innovations. These key events were categorized in terms of three types of R & D activity: non-mission research, mission-oriented research, and development and application.

This study describes those processes involved in translating the results of laboratory research in psychology into forms that would be meaningful and useful in operational settings. It was conducted to enable the Navy to gain more practical applications from the research it sponsors.

The stages of new product evolution, and problems related to new products, are discussed.

Mann, Floyd, C., and F. W. Neff. *Managing Major Change in Organizations.*
This study focuses on objective versus psychological participation (measurable contribution or influence compared to perceived influence). According to the model presented in this work, acceptance of change is determined by the degree of perceived control of the environment and of the change as well as by the degree of trust in the change initiators.

Sensitivity to innovation is a function of the relevance of the innovation to the needs of the specific unit involved.

The author presents the Sensitivity Training Impact Model (STIM) with the hope that it will help to identify more clearly the manner in which present research efforts fit together, where there are gaps in our knowledge, and the directions which future research should take.

The authors feel that if one can formulate proper questions in words which can be understood, major progress toward resolution will result.

This research rests on the assumption that any school system must be understood in terms of its supporting environments; that is, school board members and superintendents of schools are selected on the basis of whatever sources of power or symbols of legitimacy may be dominant in a particular community. The study
establishes that dominated power structures in communities are associated most often with dominated structures in the school board.


This study concludes that, as a change agent, the school performs specific and vital roles that are unique to it as a social institution.


The author presents three aspects of planning: (1) an image of a more desirable future, (2) at least one course of action that enables the society to achieve it, and (3) hierarchical ordering and structure.


This report covers the purposes and uses of institutional research, the scope of institutional research, funding of research activities, organization for research, resources to assist in junior college research programs, and reports of research.


This study, conducted to provide guidance in the development of ERIC for the USOE, centered around three tasks:

1. The determination of present information needs among those persons concerned with educational research.
2. The identification of the technology which would be available by 1969.
3. The planning of an orderly transition from the initial ERIC posture to one which would satisfy needs in the most economical and efficient manner.

It covers the dissemination of information, the changing information technology, ERIC and the future, current awareness, and data processing for current needs.


Merton makes the point that if one seeks social change without due recognition of the manifest and latent functions performed by the social organization which is to undergo that change, one indulges in social ritual rather than social engineering.
This anthology which includes case studies deals with the theory and underlying concepts of and structures for educational change.

Miller's model is composed of the following five sections:
(1) The proposal development which includes formation of a task force, assessment of needs, setting of priorities, and development of the actual proposal.
(2) An appraisal after the completion of the first year.
(3) An appraisal after the completion of the second year.
(4) An appraisal after the completion of the third year.
(5) The final evaluation.

This work contains a comprehensive listing of the individuals, programs and agencies engaged in the study of change along with their objectives.

This anthology contains a series of papers which attempts to define the problems of change in education.

This work, which includes case studies, attempts to explain concepts of the change process.

Miner, John B. *The School Administrator and Organizational Character*. Eugene, Oreg.: Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration, 1967.
This work reports a study of 219 administrators in four different school systems using a series of evaluative techniques. The author reports that the predominant trend is one in which a lack of originality and a failure to innovate are rewarded. The author feels that it is this lack of conscious awareness of organizational character which makes planned change so rare and the attainment of an effective organization so difficult.

The author discusses change processes in general and pre-conditions.
for change in particular. He lists six strains within a system which promote change, and he states that organizations often deliberately create problems for themselves vis-a-vis departments of research and development, rather than waiting passively for change stimuli to appear.


It is believed that many potential problem situations in education can be resolved, or at least alleviated, if an appropriate system of comprehensive planning is developed and implemented. Such a system must meet four requirements:

1. It must be based on pertinent information;
2. It must provide goals and direction;
3. It must set forth reasonable alternatives from which decision makers can choose a defensible course of action;
4. It must involve, in a meaningful manner, the people who will ultimately have to make the decisions.


Planning, according to the authors, should not attempt to predict future developments, nor should it try to prepare a theoretical blueprint for the meeting of needs. Rather they feel that the major purposes of the planning process are the following:

1. The setting of long-range goals and objectives,
2. The obtaining and analyzing of pertinent information concerning present needs and problems, and
3. The achieving of agreement on the procedures required to meet these needs and thus facilitating the achievement of the objectives.


This work discusses possible future changes in various fields.


Innovations in school systems in the 1930's appear to have been much more closely related to community (and thus financial) factors than to characteristics of administrators or teachers. At that time, community size and wealth appeared to exert the most powerful effects in the case of "visible" innovations.


The author discusses the past, present, and future of educational planning in India.
This case study, a non-participating observer's record of a situation involving one of the world's largest insurance companies and one of the world's largest management consulting firms, describes the attempt of the change agent to effect the desired changes through unilateral, rather than cooperative, effort.

This report discusses the following topics:
(1) The role of educational plans in economic and development programs.
(2) Manpower requirements and educational organization.
(3) Resource requirements and educational organization.
(4) Decentralization vs. centralization in education.
(5) Research for educational organization.

The authors discuss culture, and the possible need for compensatory education.

In this study of the organization of administration, the authors present a chapter on the development of organization planning in industry.

The use of a resource team which has undergone sensitivity training is described as an agent of change within a school.

This work describes what PPBS, when properly implemented, will enable each agency to do.

The author defines and discusses three kinds of personal adjustment to bureaucratic stratification:
(1) The "upward mobile," whose goals and values are identical or nearly identical to those of his company.
(2) The "indifferent" who accommodates by separating himself from organizational values and by withdrawing from political and community affairs.
(3) The "ambivalent" who cannot identify completely with the organization and who will not alienate himself from political
and community affairs. The "ambivalent" is the type that is most likely to encourage innovations.

The author lists and discusses the many innovations that have taken place in this rapidly changing educational field.

This report describes the projects and the operation of the Center for the Study of Evaluation of Instructional Programs.

The handbook presents a general overview of the project manager concept and a detailed discussion of the tools which can be used to implement the concept.

This study implies that it is not unusual for a five to ten year period to lapse between the discovery of a technical or scientific innovation and its practical implementation.

The T-group, which employs inquiry, exploration, and experimentation in its own activities to improve understanding of individual and group behavior, is analyzed in terms of basic psychological needs and interpersonal relationships. Emotional problems in organizations and groups are examined, together with leadership and the management of conflict, interpersonal communication, defense mechanisms and personal growth, useful criteria for evaluating group growth, relationships and interaction between client and consultant, processes of social interaction and change, and stages in planning organizational change. Skills are indicated for stimulating change in performance, attitudes, and understandings of an individual, group, organization, or community.

This report enumerates strategies for effecting institutional change, factors which encourage organizations to change, and phases of planned change.
Research Information: National, State and Local Needs, Roles and Services as Viewed by Kentucky Local System District Personnel.
Frankfort, Ky.: Division of Educational Research, Kentucky Department of Education, March, 1967. (ED 012 269)

This study reaches the following conclusions:
1. Research information is most urgently needed in the areas of instruction and curriculum.
2. Publications such as those of NEA, KEA, USOE, and the State Department are the most widely used sources of information.
3. Sources are abundant, but many educators lack confidence in them, feeling that they are not applicable to their particular problems.
4. There is a need on the national level for more information dissemination agencies and for the production of more readable summaries and abstracts.
5. The state should collect and summarize state level information and distribute it to school districts.


In this comparison of the educational planning mechanism in England with that of Hungary and Czechoslovakia, the author gives an extensive history of the English system and its lack of planning.


Along with a summary of the content of each conference, the author presents the following major findings:
1. The traveling seminar and follow-up conference concept is a highly effective method of dissemination for stimulating and facilitating educational innovation.
2. There are measurable attributes of school districts which may be related to the innovative behavior of these districts.
3. The attitude of the local superintendent toward innovation is a significant variable in the introduction of innovations in school districts.


The author discusses three personality types which are subject to different emotional sanctions and control:
1. The "tradition-oriented" reacts to his culture as a unit which is interpreted to him by the small group of people with whom he comes in contact; the operative sanction is the fear of feeling ashamed.
2. The "inner-directed" acts on the basis of his own psychological "gyroscope"; the emotional sanction is his reluctance to violate his inbuilt principles and guides.
3. The "other-directed" is attentive to a larger social environment than are the other two; his emotional sanction is the response to new ideas and individuals.
The author describes and analyzes the social, political, economic, and institutional forces which preclude the acceptance and adoption of educational change in New York City.

This work presents a listing of over 1100 studies on innovation.

This work highlights three variables in the study of change: (1) the innovation; (2) the target unit or that which is to be changed; and (3) the initiating unit or change agent.

Rogers, Virgil M. **Adapting Educational Change to Manpower Needs in Quincy, Massachusetts, and Wood County (Parkersburg), West Virginia.**
The author describes the manner in which Quincy and Parkersburg planned and implemented educational change. He also suggests guidelines to help other communities achieve change.

This work presents a summary of the studies of adaptability which were undertaken in the Paul Mort tradition at Columbia University.

According to Russell, the primary emphasis in education must be placed on rational development; this has not been stressed enough. He also discusses the following topics:
(1) Shift in philosophical context.
(2) Shift in social context.
(3) Twentieth Century fallacy.
(4) The response in elementary education.
(6) The response in higher education.

Schramm, Wilbur, et al. **The New Media: Memo to Educational Planners.**
The authors discuss the necessary considerations in planning for new media. They suggest ways in which a systems approach may be utilized in carrying out the planning procedure.

Study of the Diffusion Process of Vocational Education Innovations. Lansing, Mich.: Vocational Education Research Coordinating Unit, Department of Education, State Board of Education, 1967. (ED 011 297) This study attempts to identify a communication network which might shorten the time lag in the adoption of educational innovations in vocational education. A survey identified innovative schools and programs.


Technological Innovation: Its Environment and Management. U. S. Department of Commerce. Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1967. A panel of executives from various fields made this observation about their product innovations: only 5% to 10% of innovative costs were attributable to R & D; the other 90% were incurred in planning for market study.

Technology and Innovation in Education. Aerospace Education Foundation, New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers, 1968. These are the divisions of this work:
1. Behavioral Technology
2. The Computer as an Educational Tool
3. The Forces Shaping Education.


The first part of this work deals with the social and psychological forces which influence curriculum change, and it points to curriculum developments which could result from these influences. The second part is concerned with actual changes that are taking place at the present time in a number of subject fields.

This study shows that the professional educator who refrains from direct contact with parents and teachers is considered to be an alien expert who uses his knowledge to shape the community as it affects him and his ends which are necessarily in the selfish interests of education.

The author presents a general survey of the functions and processes of planning.

Three stages of planning are discussed: the project-by-project approach, integrated public investment planning, and comprehensive planning. The author states that nothing is more parochial than restricting the planning function to the mere manufacture of plans without referring to factors necessary for their implementation.

Inservice education is viewed as a way of linking educators and researchers. Three models for effecting change are examined: (1) displacement, (2) authority, and (3) co-action. Recent innovations that can aid educators in inservice practices are also discussed.

In his extensive discussion of traveling educational units, Wheeler maintains that these units have an important place in the implementation of improvements in educational quality in the future.

The authors report the use of action research to effect organization change. Social science theory is infused into the client system in an effort to induce change.

This research report attempts to provide a common ground of understanding between educator and architect in the planning process. The authors believe that a discussion of educational innovations will close the communication gap between these two groups. The report is organized around the following topics:

1. Organizing students in groups.
2. Organizing curricula for individual differences.
3. Organizing staff for effectiveness.
4. Organizing time for effectiveness.
5. Organizing plant for effectiveness.
6. Improving the administrative process.
7. Improving the communication process.
8. Extending the role of the school.
9. Cooperative development of resources and services.

Williams, Catherine M. The Development of a Packaged Program Designed to Enable Teachers to Carry on Their In-Service Audio-Visual Education. Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University Research Foundation, September, 1965. (ED 003 127)

This report centers on a project which attempted to develop a self-administered packaged program consisting of a series of integrally related audio-visual workshops, each one separately packeted for use by groups of in-service teachers.


This report, which details the purpose, uses, history, and application of fault-tree analysis, describes the technique as a method for increasing the probability of success in any system by analyzing the types of failure most likely to occur.


The report contains a description of the organizational arrangements which facilitate the use of R & D information within the public school setting and of the training programs for increasing the use of R & D information by school personnel. Both the organizational arrangements and the training programs are described under the headings of objectives, status, sponsor, membership and organization, cost estimate, operating procedures, training, evaluation, and publications. The report concludes that the skills in which the least training is being provided are needs assessment, long-range planning, and systematic analysis of present conditions.
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This book describes a possible structure for educational research in England and urges the adoption of such a structure. It also discusses the great influence of fashion on research.


This book focuses upon the explanation of organizational change within interest groups and of the impact of such change on changes in society.


This reports a study of the factors which contribute to the failure of school reorganization proposals to win popular support. The general findings indicate that any effort toward reorganization should be focused on the suburban areas, for it is in these areas that major obstacles are found.

The author bemoans the fact that decisions are usually made without recourse to relevant and available knowledge, and he suggests ways to improve the situation.


In a study of public attitudes toward the acceptance of new school programs in Eugene and Springfield, Oregon, the author found that a highly favorable attitude toward the public schools resulted in a greater readiness to accept the specific innovations.


The authors feel that implementation is not a part of planning itself. They discuss equity (a goal or end in each of its variants) vs. efficiency (a rationality concept: to get the most out of the least, whatever the nature of the rewards or ends may be) considerations in regard to various planning approaches.


Three stages and several substages (phases) are presented as being required to complete the cycle of a cooperative endeavor from its inception to its ultimate establishment as a continuous program:

Stage 1: Planning and organizing.
Stage 2: The program in action.
Stage 3: Data collection and evaluation.


Baker considers the following to be the six educational development functions: instructional design, testing of the prototype, production, quality verification, instructional technology, and staff training. The four implementation functions include dissemination, installation, evaluation, and program review.

Five stages of the diffusion process are presented: awareness, interest, evaluation, trial, and adoption. An innovation is defined as a change which involves not only a change in materials but also a complex of changes with regard to their use.

The author feels that the implementation of change may be difficult for the following reasons:
1. Most statements of goals represent generalizations, the implementation of which is usually not clear.
2. Goals often tend to threaten people.
3. Goal language is often emotionally loaded.
4. Frequently, persons involved in goal implementation have not been involved in the formulation of the goals.
5. Goal statements are often inconsistent with the structure of the curriculum.
6. Teachers gain security primarily from the familiar.
7. Often the problem is viewed as solved when the goals are stated.
8. Goals tend to vary considerably among people with different vocations, ages, religions, ethnic backgrounds and levels of schooling.

The author emphasizes that dissemination, which usually refers only to the act of informing others, is not enough to bring about change.

This essay discusses three types of role conflict experienced by principals in the League of Cooperating Schools and the resolution of these role conflicts.

The author views social change as the final master process in all social systems. Social change is conceived as some alteration in patterns of interaction, is seen as a constant process, and is viewed as the goal of all innovative programs.

Blackwell lists six reasons for the institution of academic innovation:
1. The increasing demands by business, industry, government, and the public at large upon colleges and universities.
2. Adaptation to changes in national and world society.
3. The explosive growth of knowledge.
4. Changes in the student generation.
5. Discoveries in the field of how people learn.


Development is defined as the invention and design of better solutions to problems in teaching-learning situations. Blanke lists the objectives and functions of development and diffusion. He feels that educators in teaching-learning situations must provide opportunities for teachers and administrators to disseminate their own developments and adaptations.


In deciding to start and in choosing the personnel to involve in educational innovation, the author suggests the following:
1. Do not go beyond the present state of the art of engineering.
2. Be sure to involve the consumer so that local utilization can be ensured.


Brackenbury describes seven steps in the process of planning:
1. The achievement of commitment.
2. The recognition of the nature of the objectives: objectives are obtainable, while aims and purposes are not.
3. The exploration of the source of the objectives.
4. The determination of the appropriateness of objectives.
5. The establishment of the worth of the objectives.
6. The ascertaining of the feasibility of the objectives.
7. Organizing the staff for action.

According to Branson, planning, implementing and revision are the three words which most clearly define the systems concept.


The author implies that innovation is a type of complete, event-oriented "thingness" that focuses on the problems of getting a discrete change installed, accepted, and used. In this view, educational change is regarded as an unusual, novel, periodic event interposed between periods of organizational stability. The author contrasts this with the system development process which considers change as a normal function of an organization and provides for it as an ongoing orderly process. He then describes the stages in the system development process.


The author feels that most educational organizations will change because they are forced to follow certain directions rather than because they are truly adaptive mechanisms.


Brickell discusses the phases of the innovative process. Research is seen as a valuable, yet not necessarily sufficient, tool at every point in the process.


Brickell states that better behavior, not research results, should be disseminated to local practitioners. The local school is seen as a consumer, not a maker, of materials. Brickell's stages in the total change process and the locus of responsibility at each stage are as follows:

1. Basic Research - National support
2. Program Design - State
3. Evaluation Through Field Studies - State
4. Dissemination through Demonstration and Re-education - Local.

In addition to these stages, he also describes the major steps involved in moving a new program into a school.

Brickell feels that the success of a strategy can be predicted only if one knows (or assumes) the effect of individual tactics. He describes five steps for the orderly control of instructional change:

1. The choice of a criterion against which the final product will be judged.
2. The selection of a process to produce the product.
3. The measurement or description of the resulting product.
4. The comparison of the product to the criterion.
5. The making of a decision to select another process if the product falls short of the criterion.


Utilization of institutional research as a basis for long range planning is often delayed for the following reasons:

1. Administration is a continuing process of decision-making; daily decisions may be so pressing that the administration finds little time to consider long-range plans.
2. The administration may lack a clear conception of the values inherent in institutional studies.
3. Financial limitations may force the institutional studies into low-priority positions in the operating budget.


Buchanan states that in comparing the successful and unsuccessful cases, the most conspicuous issue is that of linkage between the target system and the larger system. He lists nine issues which appear to be important as a consultant attempts to help an organization develop its effectiveness.


Buchanan feels that organizational development is directed toward developing the capabilities of an organization in such a manner that it can attain and sustain an optimum level of performance.

Bush discusses the four stages which he considers to be essential in systems analysis:
(1) The identification of needs and requirements.
(2) The identification of systems concepts.
(3) The evaluation of the feasibility of the system.
(4) The definition of a baseline or model system.


The following are considered to be essential to planning: funds, personnel, research, coordination, the assurance that social policies are supported by fiscal policies, and the understanding and subsequent action of the citizenry.


The author discusses the following points: the ideological environment for social change; political institutions, power structure, and planning change; and decision making processes and planning.


The author discusses two stages in drawing up a plan: the preparation of the decision which sets out the aims and scope of the plan, and the construction of the plan itself.


Carlson discusses the following three barriers to change: the absence of a change agent, a weak knowledge base, and domestication of public schools.

According to Carpenter, there are three basic purposes of contextual or field research:

(1) To test the validity and practicability of various educational ideas, concepts, or theories.

(2) To modify the existing theories.

(3) To create new hypotheses.

These functions are syncretic rather than analytic. He then proceeds to describe eight functions and eleven difficulties of field studies.


In this essay, the viewpoint of the behavioral scientist is taken. Chin lists five principles that offer some bases to a approach the problem. He discusses the following approaches to bring about change:

(1) Education and specialists (Tell).
(2) Innovation (Start).
(3) Communication, media, and influence (Sell).
(4) Money theories (Buy).
(5) Planned Change (Inter-relation).

Clark has observed that in fields where research has had a substantial impact on practice, the following circumstances were present:

1. Extensive support was available for basic research in related disciplines.
2. Extensive support was available for basic and applied research in the field itself.
3. A system for storage and retrieval of new knowledge existed.
4. Adequate training facilities were available to insure a flow of competent investigators.
5. The means existed for preparing research findings for field testing.
6. An extensive program existed for dissemination to practitioners.


Clark states that educational research includes three areas: the inquiring into fields pertaining to education; the investigation of problems which deal directly with educational matters, and the gathering of operational and planning data. Development involves three types of persons: inventors, engineers, and product testers, while diffusion is accomplished by those persons who make educators aware of the existence of an innovation, demonstrate its use in educational systems, and train persons in its use. Regional laboratories exert pressure on local educational agencies to encourage them to improve their practices.


Clark discusses the question of evolutionary versus planned change; i.e., whether or not the change is merely the result of pressures of existence.


The authors present their model of change and make recommendations for its implementation.

Five primary audiences for educational research dissemination programs are discussed: the researcher; the educational decision maker and practitioner; the general lay public; the producer and distributor of educational materials and resources; and the legislator.

Cook, Desmond L. "Applications of PERT to Education," National Vocational-Technical Education Seminar on the Development and Coordination of Research of State Research Coordinating Units, Virgil E. Christensen (ed.). Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, 1966. The author considers PERT to be particularly effective for non-programmatic activities, such as R & D activities.


Crow, Wayman J. "Characteristics of Leaders Who Are Able to Promote Change," Media and Educational Innovation, W. C. Meierhenry (ed.). Lincoln, Nebr.: University of Nebraska, 1964. (ED 003 134) The essential argument of this article revolves around an enlargement of the concept of leadership to include all acts which produce change in the thoughts or actions of others. Three levels of change are discussed: individual change, group change, and change in the social system.

Culbertson, Jack. "State Planning for Education," Planning and Effecting Needed Changes in Education, Edgar L. Morphet and Charles O. Ryan (eds.). New York: Citation Press, 1967. The author states that it is only in the last twenty years that precise techniques have been developed to support planning. He also mentions that the three interrelated traditions of operations research, planning-programming-budgeting system, and educational planning based upon manpower projections encompass most of the techniques developed. He then describes the various characteristics of these three traditions, along with six functions which should be performed by the state planning agencies.

Cunningham, Luvern L. "Leadership and Control of Education," Implications for Education of Prospective Changes in Society, Edgar L. Morphet and Charles O. Ryan (eds.). Denver, Colo.: Designing Education for the Future: An Eight-State Project, 1967. Cunningham discusses the various functions of regional educational laboratories. The more important of these functions include the following: (1) Attempting to relate to all agencies involved in education.
(2) Serving both public and non-public schools, and both state departments and local school districts.
(3) Dissemination of research findings to the public.
(4) Searching out and analyzing of educational problems that are either under discussion or not yet recognized.
(5) Stimulation of the growth of new supplementary centers.
(6) Allocation of funds to agencies within the jurisdiction of the laboratory.

Dahling concludes that an idea is often drawn from a flurry of current related activity; and, as it develops, it gains impetus and speed of adoption from the same surrounding activity that gave rise to it.

This article states that meaningful innovation requires that useful inventions be effectively implemented. The author feels that teachers can and should be innovators.

The author feels that planning is an instrument, not a goal or an end in itself. It is an attitude reflecting the desire for orderly change and the strategy by which this change can be brought about. Educational planning is a cohesive force that co-ordinates and directs the many different components of an educational system and ensures that widely accepted long-range goals are approached more objectively.

Edling, Jack V. "Aesop Edling's Fable," Novel Strategies and Tactics for Field Studies of New Educational Media Demonstrations, Sidney C. Eboch (ed.). Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, 1965. (ED 003 120)
Edling presents a fable with the following moral: "When you test something new, make certain that you have something new to test and the means with which to test it. He urges consideration of the total change process along with all of its ramifications.

Edling, Jack V. "Role of Newer Media in Planned Change," Media and Educational Innovation, W. C. Meiernenry (ed.). Lincoln, Nebr.: University of Nebraska, 1964. (ED 003 134)
Edling suggests that, in spite of their great potential, the newer media have been seriously underestimated as an agent of change.

Planning is viewed as a systematic application of research to problems of policy; it constitutes the main link between research and policy-making. Its two aims are the stimulation of change and the promotion of consistency in policy.


Twelve underlying principles and six obstacles to planning are presented.


The author discusses the following issues:
1. Centralization vs. decentralization.
2. Difference between teaching and learning.
3. Efficiency vs. the quality of educational change.
4. Hardware vs. software.
5. Teaching vs. research and/or service.

Fallon, Berlie. "Administrative Support of Innovation in the Public Schools," Creating a Climate for Innovation, Ralph O. Teter and Tom Pate, Jr. (eds.). Pearland, Tex.: Gulf Schools Supplementary Education Center, 1967. (ED 018 208)

The author discusses two approaches which facilitate change: the pragmatic approach in which staff members are involved in the study and development of planning; and the directed approach in which a package-deal is handed to the public schools on a vertical basis.


The author feels that two major premises underlie the REL concept: a new kind of partnership; and a new institution capable of beginning the research cycle and carrying it through to its logical conclusion: implementation.
Fraser criticizes the fact that most development programs have neither the resources nor the time for full-scale socio-cultural research.

Fraser stresses the importance of making the innovator understand how the change will react to the new idea.

Gage analyzes four general problems:
(1) Those which relate to the extent to which research workers are free to initiate research rather than to conform to an organized program of research.
(2) Those which relate to the balance between pure and applied research.
(3) Those which arise from the relationship of research institutions to universities, teacher training establishments, etc.
(4) Those which bear upon the extent to which interdisciplinary research can be carried out.

Gallaher defines and discusses the pragmatic-advocate model and the utopic-advocate model. He feels that the administrator is a middle-man and cannot serve adequately as an advocate of change.

The author views change from the viewpoint of an anthropologist. Gallaher defines diffusion, acculturation, directed culture change, innovation, dissemination, and integration. He draws a distinction between a change agent and advocate of change and presents two advocate models along with their various strengths and weaknesses.

Gerbner, George G. "The Role of Media in Communicating Results of Research," Media and Educational Innovation, W. C. Meierhenry (ed.).
Gerber discusses various considerations in planning for media use:

1. The broadest cultural context in which educational change occurs with special consideration of the mass media.
2. The possibility of conflict with the existing institutional structures inherent in some uses of new media and new technologies.
3. The effect of the supervisory relationships within the schools upon innovation, and, therefore, its implications for media strategy.
4. The fact that even if teachers rarely originate new ways of teaching, they must be supported, assisted, and reinforced in their practice.


Gersfield mentions four trends in higher education and their implications in terms of innovation:

1. The democratization of higher education.
2. The urbanization of higher education.
3. The specialization of the faculty.
4. The nationalization of the academic world.

These four trends imply a greater autonomy and consequently a greater conservatism among faculty. They also imply a decline of the autonomy of student cultures and an increase in the ideals of professional standards.


The author reports that management in educational organizations is the key instrument for maintaining the adaptability of school programs and procedures; that proper supervision is the chief means for the maintenance and improvement of instructional excellence; and that evaluation and planning do not take place within schools unless there are managerial personnel who are directly allocated the responsibility for performing such functions. He sees the major components of a functional local educational organization as the following: instructional facilitation, adaptive system, and administrative support system.


The author states that the tasks of developing curriculum designs
involves such a unique combination of theoretical and practical considerations and talents that they appear to be appropriate for new educational laboratories.


Goodson states that the R & D Center is involved in three functions for the improvement of education: research, development, and diffusion and utilization. He makes and discusses the following nine conjectures about educational change:

1. Change and improvement in education.
2. Educational change as caused by several factors.
3. The desirability of multiple and concurrently applied change efforts.
4. The school as an organization.
5. The reality of human functioning.
7. The criterion of partly autonomous and continuing adaptability.
8. The cyclical sequencing of critical processes.
9. A partnership of institutions for educational improvement.

For Goodson, there are four main objectives of models for effecting planned educational change:

1. The development of a taxonomy for educational innovation and for relating innovations to the change requirements of the school as an organization.
2. The provision of descriptive documentation that may be analyzed for insights into problems and ways of meeting problems that arise in connection with the establishment and operation of new structures in school systems.
3. The ascertaining of the effects of laboratory training in human relations and problem-solving upon a school system committee attempting to function as a change-agent.
4. The ascertaining of the effects of consultation and the forms in which consultation may be provided to a school system change-agent team when an outside agency endeavors to aid a team in planning and executing its change attempts.


In the analysis of system changes, a distinction is commonly made between endogenous and exogenous sources of change, between forces internal and external to the system. The author states that exogenous and endogenous factors are not qualitatively, but quantitatively, different. That is, they are simply at opposite ends of the same continuum of interdependence and functional
autonomy. Hence, specific system parts can be both partly exogenous and partly endogenous. Thus, if exogenous forces are peculiarly important to the understanding of system change, as they are commonly held to be in Parson’s and other system models, any element in the system may be important in understanding system change to the extent that it may be exogenous to a degree, although all need not be equally so.


Gregg views research as the hand-maiden of educational planning.


An educational development plan is considered in three ways: as the result of a series of successive choices, as a collective task, and as a means of action.


The major characteristics of American educational research along with their virtues and defects are summarized. Some consequences of educational change and alternative avenues for redevelopment are also put forth.


The author discusses five factors which must be studied to bring about changes in education:

1. The social cultural matrix in which one will be operating.
2. How to organize our educational planning for change.
3. How to utilize the most effective change processes.
4. How to employ the value system in deciding what action to take.
5. How to translate these decisions into action at each level of school organization.

He also lists three kinds of linkages that are needed for change: structural linkage among all agencies; linkage of all concerned groups; and linkage of the necessary steps in change.
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The author feels that an ordering of our priorities is necessary if an orderly process of change is to occur. Such an ordering requires the development and implementation of a sound and defensible process which facilitates planning, since it is through the process of planning that change is anticipated and prepared for.


The author explains the following six areas of choice:

1. The educational pyramid: what portion of the resources are to be devoted to primary, secondary, and higher education, respectively.
2. The problem of quantity versus quality in education.
3. The choice of science and engineering versus the arts, humanities and law.
4. Training: how much training should be done in formal vocational schools, and how much should be given informally by the employer.
5. Incentives needed to provide the right distribution of manpower.
6. The moral issue: the question of whether a human resource developmental program should be based primarily upon the needs of the state, or whether it should be designed primarily in the interest of the individual.


The author recommends that research be done on supervision. He lists the following four problems of change:

1. Schools do not have recognized change agents.
2. Schools are so highly domesticated as social institutions that enormous resources will be required for the cultivation of change.
3. Instructional change in the school setting is inevitably a matter of change in people.
4. The bureaucratic nature of school organizations and the pivotal position of administrators in the balance of power present special problems.


Research, development and provision of technical adequacy are
seen as features of the school enterprise which must enter upon a period of unprecedented expansion. Regional laboratories and similar organizations are seen as improvisations upon existing structures and not as elements in a reorganized structure, which, the author feels, is needed. The author cautions against the adopting of devices worked out by others as "solutions" in themselves. Planning at its most productive level is not adopting plans, but producing them.

The author makes the following comments:
(1) The educational system is particularly vulnerable to the substitution of change in appearance for change in substance.
(2) It is not the structure which constitutes the achievement, but what transpires within that structure.
(3) It is through the processes of planning and executing that the challenge of the future will be met.

The author describes ERIC.

The authors conclude that an understanding of the nature of proposed changes and the consequences which might ensue from them is imperative before a favorable response to the proposed changes can be secured.

Hayward discusses stages in the planning process, the governing considerations for implementing educational plans, and major elements associated with the capacity of national educational agencies to initiate and sustain an effective planning process.

Because there is an insufficient number of educational change-agents from outside the schools, the education of local school leaders for their roles as key agents of change has become a matter of high priority.
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Educational policy research, which tends to be problem-centered rather than discipline-centered, often emphasizes strategic rather than tactical questions.

The problem of change involves the reduction of intensified need-dispositions or the alteration of the expectations of subjects with the interest in restoring a condition of equilibrium or social order.

According to Higgins, the evaluation of progress, the appraisal of individual projects and the appraisal of the general efficiency of implementation is really a part of the planning process itself.

PPB is seen as a combination of two management techniques which are related and mutually supporting, but distinct: program budgeting or programming, and systems analysis.

Hoban focuses on the legitimating, delineating and monitoring functions of research in innovation.

The author recommends that the traditional pyramidal form and positional authority structure be replaced by situational authority.

The author states that PBS does not allow a dichotomous classification of management responsibilities into planning activities and current decision-making.


In delineating the functions of a regional educational laboratory, Holzner states that although each laboratory should contain a research division, it should emphasize the performing of services and disseminating of information.


Hopkins presents an extensive review of current programs and practices.


In his discussion of an institutional research office, the author feels that it should be an administrative agency of the president's office, and not an arm of the faculty.


In his description of research and innovation, Hornbostel recommends that teachers should become, or be released to become, researchers and evaluators.


Horowitz examines the question of segregation and its effects on quality education.


Horowitz discusses the implications of the terms "consensus" and "cooperation." Consensus stands for agreement internally, i.e., in terms of shared perspectives, agreements on the rules of association and action and a common set of norms and values. Cooperation for its part makes no demands on role uniformity,
but only upon procedural rules. Cooperation concerns the settlement of problems in terms which make possible the continuation of differences and even fundamental disagreements. Consensus is agreement on the content of behavior, while cooperation necessitates agreement only on the form of behavior. Cooperation concerns toleration of differences, while consensus demands abolition of these same differences.


There is no one correct kind of planning, according to Horvat, for planning can be done in a variety of ways. The problem is the discovery of the most appropriate and effective method of planning for any given country.


The author feels that the literature from the Cooperative Project for Educational Development represents the best exposition of the normative-reeducative method. He states that the normative-reeducative method, which emphasizes values, has not been used as extensively as it should be.


The author presents four concepts in planning: management tool, coordinated programs, up-to-date guidance, and competent analysis. He gives the following conflicts in planning: centralization vs. decentralization, consultants vs. staff, and plan vs. planning. The entire article emphasizes the importance of goals in planning. It is suggested that the staffs responsible for executing various elements of comprehensive plans should be given the responsibility for proposing the plans for their programs. The establishment of a planning process as a management tool is seen as the most important contribution of initial state plans. Six sequential steps in planning for change are the following:

1. Identification of problems.
2. Diagnosis of problems.
3. Clarification of the diagnostic findings.
4. Search for solutions.
5. Mobilizing for change.
6. Making the actual change decisions.

Hyland discusses the seven elements of an educational plan:

1. The formulation of objectives in general terms.
2. The formulation of objectives in operational terms.
3. The formulation and quantification of the (hypothetical) implications of the second stage in terms of the output required from the educational system.
4. The general evaluation of the relationship of output to input within the educational system.
5. The formulation of strategies to generate the incremental resources necessary to provide required inputs and the optimization of the use of these resources.
6. The formulation and quantification of the presumed input implications of the required outputs in each time phase.
7. The phasing of plans, the articulation of these plans to annual budgets, and the specification of annual targets.

Jackson, Philip W. "Keeping an Eye on the Teacher: Comments on Classroom Observing," Novel Strategies and Tactics for Field Studies of New Educational Media Demonstrations, Sidney C. Eboch (ed.). Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, 1965. (ED 003 120)

Problems and suggestions for classroom observation are discussed.


Jaffe presents an example of the possible application of system analysis to the policy-making process.


Johns finds that most local school systems spend far more staff time in complying with federal regulations to obtain 8% of their funds than they spend in complying with state regulations to obtain 39% of their funds.

Jongeward, R. E. "The Research and Development Concept - What Is There to Be Done and Who Can Do It Best?" National Vocational-Technical Education Seminar on the Development and Coordination of Research of State Research Coordinating Units, Virgil E. Christensen (ed.). Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, 1966. (ED 011 042)

The following five approaches to the implementation of research into action are discussed:

1. Higher-education-oriented approach where the college and university experts "do the research and tell the answers."
(2) Prescribed-curriculum approach.
(3) Product-or-gadget-orientation approach.
(4) "Dissemination-of-research-information" idea
(5) Efficiency-angle-cost-benefit analysis.


The author discusses the role of the internal change agent.


The authors emphasize that not enough attention has been given to the roles necessary to deal with identifying and planning to cope with change needs.


The author describes the following four steps in the preparation of a social and economic development program:
(1) A survey of the resources which can contribute to social and economic development.
(2) A listing of the various objectives of the plan as set up by the national (or federal) government, by regional and local authorities, by international agencies or foreign advisor missions, by non-governmental organizations, or by individuals.
(3) A comparison of the objectives with one another followed by a realistic choice of priorities.
(4) A review of the chosen objective in the light of the instruments available for the implementation of the plan.


Katz concludes that one cannot assume that an innovation will be adopted simply because information about its existence is available. Therefore, additional factors must be sought to explain both the decision to adopt and the reasons for time differentials with regard to adoption.

Menlo Park, Calif.: Stanford Research Institute, 1957.

The planning process is described. Objectives are defined as those general purposes pursued over a long period and usually not quantified; goals are set for specific, shorter time frames and are usually quantified. The importance of a full-time planning staff is emphasized.


Various administrative models are presented with their implications for planning. LeBreton describes the planning-implementation model, and lists fifteen dimensions of planning.


The social-engineering approach, the strategic-variables approach, performance planning, and achievement planning are defined and discussed.


Planning serves to make all the objectives add up to a coherent whole, to reconcile them with each other, to choose between them where choice is inevitable, and to coordinate the various measures which will make the possible.


A decision is defined as a choice among feasible alternatives, i.e., the feasibility condition arising because of technical, legal, and organizational constraints.

Lionberger, Herbert F., "Organizing for Implementing Changes in Education: Some Implications from Agriculture and Diffusion Research," National Vocational-Technical Education Seminar on the Development and Coordination of Research of State Research Coordinating Units, Virgil E. Christensen (ed.). Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, 1966. (ED 011 042)

The author presents a comprehensive review of the literature on organizing for implementing educational changes. The following four necessary functions are discussed:

1. Organizing and validating scientific information and innovations.

2. Disseminating innovations and information to potential users.
Teaching skills to change agents and potential adopters.
Legitimizing innovations and information.

Lionberger lists eight major research achievements in agricultural diffusion research, presents nine deficiencies of diffusion research, discusses six action implications for education, and lists three research implications for education.

Leadership is defined as the initiation of a new structure or procedure for accomplishing or changing an organization's goals and objectives. The administrator is identified as the individual who utilizes existing structures or procedures to achieve an organizational goal or objective.

The author analyzes some special features of the problem of educational change. In comparing educational settings with those in agriculture, medicine, industry, and public health, he suggests several ways in which change in education is somewhat different from and more complex than change in these other fields.

It is necessary to single out relatively stable points of reference, or "structural" aspects, of the system under consideration, and then to study the processes whereby such structures are maintained.

The author suggests that linkage between systems is the essential process in an effort to achieve planned social change.

Cost analysis is considered to be a vital element in educational planning in three important respects. It must ensure, first, that the total cost of educational expansion as laid down by the plan is realistic; second, that the structure of the expenditure between the different levels and types of education corresponds to national needs; and third, that the detailed allocation of funds as between the different productive elements of the system is consistent with the most effective use of money and educational resources.

Lyons describes five hard core components of the planning process;
(1) The diagnosis and appraisal of the existing educational system, its performance and main problems.
(2) The determination of basic policies and the setting of basic directions, priorities and targets.
(3) The translation of overall targets into specific educational programs, projects and social development plans.
(4) The implementation of plans, problems and projects by action at the central, regional, and local levels, supported by annual budgets and external assistance.

Mallicoat suggests methods by which planning can be linked with decision making.

The author explains the concept of social demand.

Martin discusses the essentialist vs. the existentialist confrontation. Although both sides are concerned with innovation, the existentialists deal largely with new means to new ends and the essentialists with new means to traditional ends.

Mason states that only two stages, awareness and interest, are necessary and sufficient for the adoption process rather than the five stages which are typically proposed: (1) awareness, (2) interest, (3) evaluation, (4) trial, and (5) adoption.


Rather than attempting to change the entire system, Mattei suggests that it might be worthwhile to test the use of the school building as a central unit in the strategy for change.


McCann discusses five possible phases of activities:
(1) The recognition and description of a reasonable problem.
(2) The exploration of possible procedures to deal with the problem.
(3) The undertaking of the disciplined type of procedure implied by the word "research".
(4) The final, or classroom, testing of the procedure.
(5) The dissemination of information.


Three imperative functions of institutional research are presented:
(1) The filling of the pressing need for information.
(2) The maintaining of continuing audits of the actual operation of the institution.
(3) The continual reappraisal, in staff studies, of the goals of the institution and the means it uses to achieve them.


McPhee lists seven steps in the planning process:
(1) Anticipating future needs and pressures.
(2) Locating and defining change requirements.
(3) Evaluating alternatives to achieve various objectives.
Evaluating alternatives with regard to task achievement and cost.

Determining priorities.

Allocating resources.

Evaluating and reviewing the results.


The author comments that one of the biggest problems that plagues programmatic research in the behavioral sciences is the lack of long-term financing.


Meadows views the problem from the viewpoint of a sociologist. An analytical approach to a theory of change facilitation is presented in terms of the following factors: the agents of change (i.e., innovators, donors and acceptors); the agencies; and the actions of novelty.


According to the author, development involves both magnitude and quality.


While reliability refers to the adequacy of operational techniques, validity refers to the extent to which the operation approximates the theoretical idea which the investigator wishes to study. These two tend to be inversely related.

State University, April, 1962. (ED 003 632)
The author distinguishes among three major categories:
(1) Basic research which includes exploratory research,
hypothesis testing, and studies of new evaluation techniques;
(2) Applied research and development which includes program
development, field-suitability tests, and administrative
studies; and
(3) Dissemination which involves demonstration studies, and
utilization.

Miles, Matthew B. "Educational Innovation: Some Generalizations,"
Media and Educational Innovation, W. C. Meierhenry (ed.). Lincoln,
Nebr.: University of Nebraska, 1964. (ED 003 134)
Miles feels that most efforts have focused on the content rather
than the process of change and that the process must be inverstigated. He discusses the following topics:
(1) Educational systems, the context for innovation.
(2) The innovation itself.
(3) Innovative persons or groups.
(4) Prior states of relevant systems.
(5) The planning and execution of change processes.
(6) The fate of innovations.

Miles, Matthew B. "Learning Processes and Outcomes in Human Relations
Training," Personal and Organizational Change through Group Methods,
Edgar Schein and Warren G. Bennis (eds.). New York: John Wiley
and Sons, Inc., 1965.
Miles explains a research design for the evaluation of organizational
change efforts.

Miles, Matthew B. "Planned Change and Organizational Health," Change
Processes in the Public Schools, Richard O. Carlson, et al. (eds.).
Eugene, Oreg.: The Center for the Advanced Study of Educational
Administration, 1965.
Miles advocates that planned change efforts have as their target
the improvement of organization health, which he defines as
the school system's ability not only to function effectively,
but to develop and grow into a more fully-functioning system.
Dimensions of organization health, special properties of school
systems, and common approaches to organization health are
also discussed.

Minear, Leon P. "State Responsibilities, Procedures, and Relationships in Planning," Planning for Effective Utilization of Technology
in Education, Edgar L. Morphet and David L. Jesser (eds.). Denver,
Colo.: Designing Education for the Future: An Eight-State Project,
1968.
The author distinguishes among planning decisions, programming
decisions, implementing decisions, and recycling decisions.

Miner feels that the recognition of and effective response to change is more important than the attempt to make detailed predictions about the need for change far in advance. He also emphasizes the importance of legislating federal programs in such a way as not to require repeated annual authorization by Congress.


The authors list four reasons for planning for the future:
(1) The fact that changes will occur, with or without planning.
(2) The ability to project alternative goals and means to attain them.
(3) The ability to identify maladjustments and deficiencies that cause difficulties and to correct them.
(4) The availability of those tools which are needed to plan effectively and to recognize some of the heretofore unrecognized pitfalls of planning.

They discuss the dilemma of planning for a world we cannot foresee, but they suggest that the purpose of long-range planning should not be to predict the exact course of events, but to make reasonable assumptions about the future based on the best evidence available. These assumptions should serve as guides for predicting and evaluating the consequences of feasible alternative courses of action. They also discuss the linking of planning and change.


Planning involves at least three aspects: clarification of objectives, an inventory of resources and needs, and an acceptance of priorities.


Myers argues that all instructional decisions should be made by the teachers themselves, since they, more than others, know enough about themselves and learners to make intelligent choices.


(1) The need to reduce the delay between the discovery of a good idea and its implementation.

(2) The need to eliminate duplication of, and unnecessary competition in, research efforts.

(3) The need to intensify research in the teaching and learning process and its administration.

(4) The need to bring together related disciplines in coordinated research.

Nyquist, Ewald B. "State Organization and Responsibilities for Education," Emerging Designs for Education, Edgar L. Morphet and David L. Jesser (eds.). Denver, Colo.: Designing Education for the Future: An Eight-State Project, 1968. Planning is viewed as a technical process; as such, it involves the systematic application of a rational methodology to the tasks of identifying and resolving the persistent and compelling problems of educational development.

The author states that we have been proceeding on a false assumption, namely that if we can demonstrate to people that certain successful innovations will work, the people, in turn, will innovate. He shows how to develop an instructional system or model-programmed instruction.


Paines discusses five approaches to the assessment of educational needs:
1. The social demand.
2. The marginal rate of return to education.
3. The use of econometric models.
4. The manpower requirements.
5. The cultural requirements.


The authors suggest that 5% of educational budgets be set aside for research and development.


The author stresses the importance of research-based knowledge.


Development is defined as growth plus change; change in turn is social and cultural as well as economic, and qualitative as well as quantitative. Planning refers to the system which a country adopts for forecasting its needs and for setting up a framework, or alternative frameworks, of national action to meet them.

The author emphasizes the importance of distinguishing between developmental projects and demonstration projects. He lists procedures for organizing and conducting pilot programs, the questions and suggestions relating to conduct of pilot programs, and other important considerations.

The author feels that philosophical, strategic, political, and practical considerations must be given due regard if an innovator is to see his idea implemented.

Pierce, Truman M. "Educational Change and the Role of Media," Media and Educational Innovation, W. C. Meierhenry (ed.). Lincoln, Nebr.: University of Nebraska, 1964. (ED 003 134)
Pierce lists factors against change, ten kinds of educational change, and thirteen forces which cause educational change. He discusses that pattern of change which, he feels, can be predicted.

The author describes the Eugene Project and its problems, and then makes suggestions for further demonstration-research programs.

Research and Instruction units are viewed as an effective mechanism for dealing with local school problems.

The planning process is seen as involving three main fields: political, technical or functional, and administrative. The planning process calls for a fusion of these three into a unity; this is contrary to the institutional arrangements in existence today.

The authors divide the components of the state education agency
into the following parts: educational planning, educational assessment, research administration, statistics, and management information.

A distinction is drawn between instrumental targets and goal targets.

One of the important findings of this study states that those people who took part often had very clear desires with respect to change, but very unclear desires with respect to objectives. Many wanted to see changes implemented, but none had considered in detail the kind of educational system which would result from their taking action.

Rogers, Everett M. "Innovations: Research Design and Field Studies," Novel Strategies and Tactics for Field Studies of New Educational Media Demonstrations, Sidney C. Eboch (ed.). Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, 1965. (ED 003 120)
The theme of this article is the necessity of devoting increased research attention to an investigation of the process by which educational innovations are diffused. Rogers reviews the findings of each of the six major diffusion research traditions and lists the reasons for observing caution in applying these findings to education. He views the innovation process as individual, the diffusion process as social. He conceptualizes the innovation process in terms of the following three functions: knowledge, attitude change, and behavioral change. He states that mass media channels are most important in creating knowledge about an innovation, but that personal channels change attitudes. Properties of an innovation, adopter categories, a profile of innovators, and laggards, four approaches to needed research, and value and types of simulation models are also discussed.

The author defines innovators as the first members of a social system to adopt new ideas. Innovators usually possess the following characteristics:
They are young.

They have relatively high social status in terms of amount of education, prestige rankings and income.

They value impersonal and cosmopolite sources of information.

They are themselves cosmopolitan.

They exert opinion leadership.

They are likely to be viewed as deviants by their peers and by themselves.


Rosove describes a compilation of future roles, emphasizes the importance of the policy-maker's anticipation of the future, and describes characteristics of the educational system of the future.


The author describes twenty-one methods for conjecturing about the future and for contributing to the attainment of a desired future.


A contextual map is defined as a graphic display of the logical and causal dependencies of functionally related phenomena.


The institutional research office should not bear the responsibility of directing the long-range planning; rather it should be a facilitating agency.

Although a conceptual model, if carefully constructed, could, and should, generate new knowledge, it actually serves to systematize or order the existing knowledge. The authors also demonstrate the need for a curriculum development model.

The author stresses that to talk of educational planning is to talk of fundamental reform of the educational system. He also discusses ways to obtain a balance between internal and external forces.

In his discussion of the inadequacies of existing structures, the author lists five steps involved in planning: gathering of information, dissemination of information, establishing of goals, setting of priorities, and implementation of the plans.

The author states that a new scientific idea will be accepted much more readily if the people who will have to accept it are brought as much as possible into the decision, quickly and continuously informed about it, and given the opportunity to discuss it freely and to make any changes they think necessary.

Sieber discusses university research units, regional educational laboratories, research organizations in state departments of education, research units in local school systems, and independent research organizations.

The writer feels that, in addition to providing conservative goals designed to facilitate adjustment to society, the public schools should also serve as a vehicle for effecting changes in that society.

Sinclair, Robert L. "Leadership Concerns," The Principal and the Challenge of Change, Jerrold M. Novotney (ed.). Dayton, Ohio: Institute for the Development of Educational Activities, Inc., 1968. The author reviews the leadership styles necessary to promote creativity and innovation on the part of teachers.

Stanley, Julian C. "Quasi-Experimentation in Educational Settings," Novel Strategies and Tactics for Field Studies of New Educational Media Demonstrations, Sidney C. Eboch (ed.). Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, 1965. (ED 003 120) The author grapples with the question of basic and sequential research versus the implementation of changes in classroom procedure.


Tope, Donald E. "Summary of Seminar on Change Processes in the Public Schools," Change Processes in the Public Schools, Richard O. Carlson, et al. (eds.). Eugene, Oreg.: The Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration, 1965. Tope feels that part of the challenge for the school administrator involves the provision of some means for developing an adoption process when changes are being considered.

The author cites examples showing how little and how slowly psychological and educational research have influenced educational practice.


The author recommends that research into quality education and into the place of art in quality education be carried out. He demonstrates the need for a political strategy to convince people of the worth of art education.


Tye discusses various internal and external strategies for the creation of disequilibrium.


Four methods of planning are discussed:

1. The assessment of the situation of children and youth used as a starting point.
2. The setting of goals for the development of children and youth.
3. The fitting of goals into appropriate sectors.
4. The adaptation of methods to conform to different circumstances.


The author suggests that the major function of long-term planning and forecasting is the predetermination and narrowing of the area of choice of politicians, thus making it as quantitative as possible.

Watson, Cicely. "Commentary," Emerging Strategies and Structures for Educational Change. Toronto, Canada: Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 1966. The purpose of planning a system of public education is to improve its articulation and to rationalize it as a system, but beyond this to relate it efficiently to the predicted social and economic needs of a society and to enable it to change so that it may properly carry out its functions and fulfill society's expectations.


(1) Specific reforms versus new holistic designs.
(2) The prophets and the practitioners.
(3) The precipitating increment.
(4) Problems unforeseen and underestimated.


Wilkening, E. À. "The Communication of Ideas on Innovation in Agriculture," *Studies of Innovation and of Communication to the Public*, Wilbur Schramm (ed.). Stanford, Calif.: Institute for Communication Research, Stanford University, 1962. Wilkening discusses the influence of various forms of communication during the different phases of the adoption process.

Williams, Fred D. "Panel Presentation," *Five Regional Conferences on the Disadvantaged*. Frankfort, Ky.: Kentucky State Department of Education, 1966. (ED 015 822) We can upgrade the total way of life of disadvantaged individuals within the context of our present educational system if we are provided with financial resources and the teaching profession is willing to break step with tradition.

Wilson, Elizabeth C. "A Model for Action," *Rational Planning in Curriculum and Instruction*. Washington, D. C.: Center for the Study of Instruction, National Education Association, 1967. The author describes the Center for the Study of Instruction Project. The major goal of this model for action is the development of settings in which the rational planning of curriculum and instruction can be studied in operation and through which a nucleus of catalytic agents may be identified and nurtured. This presumes the creation of a new kind of educational consortium.

Wilson, Kenneth M. "The Compleat Researcher," *Proceedings, Conference on Research-Based Planning and Development*. Regional Educational Laboratory for the Carolinas and Virginia, 1968. More attention has been given to the analysis of problems of resource allocation than to systematic analysis of problems of educational assessment and evaluation. Problems of survival must be dealt with first.


The author discusses three phases of innovation: (1) awareness, (2) search, and (3) implementation. He offers various propositions and hypotheses at each one.


The purpose of this paper is the exploration of some of the causes and consequences of interorganizational analysis.


The author describes his organizational change effort with the boards of two research organizations who used sensitivity training.

Bagley, Clarence H. "Institutional Research and Information Control." Paper presented at a Meeting of the Association for Educational Data Systems, Detroit, 1967. (ED 014 794)

The author discusses five general procedures in information control:
(1) The designation of a central office with the responsibility for answering requests for data information.
(2) A comprehensive survey of the college with regard to the information produced; the reasons for its production there; the origin of data and reports and their destinations; and the degree of use and cost of the gathering, tabulation, and production of data.
(3) The adoption of the systems approach.
(4) A definition of terms and standards to be used in the reporting of data.
(5) The institution of a data bank.


The use of an electronic data processing program called "Selective Dissemination of Information" (SDI) is studied as a technique for searching the literature of higher educational administration and bringing to the attention of university administrators that select portion which is of direct relevance to their professional interests.

Baker, Newton H. "Planning for Education in a Rural State." The Montpelier Board of School Commissioners, March, 1968. (ED 018 325)

This paper describes the response received by a project designed to discover and disseminate innovations in a rural state.

Ball attempts to demonstrate that the slow process of organizational adaptation to environmental pressure is characterized by incremental improvements in many areas in an attempt to arrive at satisfactory solutions. The findings of the study indicate that most organizations do not have a planning structure to formalize the adaptive process. Instead, they respond to periodic environmental pressures by the creation of a planning structure. The following situations aid this development:

1. The development of a personnel core qualified to organize and plan for adaptation.
2. Conflict within the system which enhances the propensity for creativity.
3. A coalition and bargaining whereby plans, programs and individuals are brought into the decision-making process.

Barhydt, Gordon C. "An Operating Test of a Pilot Educational Media Research Information Center." Cleveland: Western Reserve University, September, 1965. (ED 003 777)

Research results, techniques and procedures related to the development of an educational media research information center are reported.


According to Becker, the most effective changes in education are those which are well planned, implemented and designed to exist in a continual state of change; this precludes the institutionalization of a program as such.

Beggs, David W., et al. "A Study of the Position of State Departments of Public Instruction, Accrediting Agencies and Selected National Professional Organizations Concerning Experimentation and Innovation in Public Secondary Schools." Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University, September, 1967. (ED 017 968)

This study indicates that these agencies and organizations have not taken the positive position necessary to encourage educational innovation in the schools.


Bhola reviews various change models. He defines the diffusion of an innovation as a function of the configurational relationships between the following factors: the initiator from a class of such initiators and the target from a class of such targets; the extent and nature of linkage between and within configurations; the environment in which the configurations are located; and the resources of both the initiator and target configurations.
Booth, Alan. "Factors Which Influence Participation in Adult Education Conferences and Programs by Members of Professional Associations." Lincoln, Nebr.: University of Nebraska, August, 1966. (ED 010 411)
This study, which utilizes the concept of diffusion of innovations as its framework, attempts to explore the ways in which professional educational association members learn about programs designed to increase their competence and to discover the influence of these methods upon their decision to participate in these programs.

The products of educational inventiveness have three elements in common: they appear in underdeveloped states; they appear in forms which are not fully understood by or acceptable to potential users; and they seldom include specific provisions for preparing or training the potential user to use the product wisely.
Educational development is viewed as a necessary, if not sufficient condition for improving the relationship between the production and utilization of new knowledge. The author makes various recommendations for inquiry and development in educational administration.

Research-based knowledge can be disseminated in at least three ways: transmitted, translated, and transformed. The author discusses fourteen conditions for utilizing and implementing research-based knowledge. This paper emphasizes the point that reports of this research cannot simply be mailed to practitioners. Research results must first be transformed into usable practice through the process of development. Then, the dissemination of these new forms of practice within elementary and secondary school systems is a massive job -- expensive, complex, and long.

Education research functions are defined and discussed. The authors also explain the emergent strategy of the United States for research and the failures of past strategy. In the appendix, an output-oriented model of research and development is explained.
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Broudy discusses the nature of theory and problems in social science and concludes by presenting criteria for theoretical adequacy.


Extension is viewed as a system or that part of a system which transmits and applies research-discovered information. A supply-activated system features a one-way flow of information, progressing from research through development to demonstration. A demand-activated system is essentially an information retrieval device.


The findings of this study indicate that factors other than local or cosmopolitan orientation have influenced teacher attitude toward school district reorganization. It was discovered that those teachers opposed to reorganization actually knew less about the factual details of the issue than those who favored it.


The author describes the seven elements of a multi-level of resources which may provide the basis for structuring programs to foster widespread adoption of new ideas and practices. He suggests five lines of needed development to promote the widespread use of promising programs before they become obsolete.

Bushnell, David S. "An Education System for the 70's." Speech delivered at the Aerospace Education Foundation Conference, Washington, D. C., September, 1967. (ED 017 738)

The author describes a plan to implement an organic curriculum. To undertake this systematic approach to curriculum design, two levels of strategy have been established. The first describes the pattern for communicating the program, not only to the professional groups in education (which are many), but also to parents and lay leadership at the local school district level. The second level of strategy is the statement of the program out-put specifications in terms of behavioral objectives.

After describing various existing programs, the author explains the needs analysis/solution implementation continuum. He describes five options for future action:

1. The use of workshops to identify any additional strategies not revealed in the literature review which are employed by districts for increasing the utilization of R & D information without resorting to new organizational arrangements.

2. The development of a series of handbooks to aid local district personnel in areas of needs analysis, problem formulation, information-search strategies, and criteria for evaluating and using R & D information.

3. The development and dissemination of specialized training programs for those local district personnel who are information or evaluation specialists.

4. The modification, development, and dissemination of the R & I unit as an arrangement for the field testing and demonstration of R & D findings prior to decision making.

5. The performance of a sustained library search and feasibility study on promising non-operational arrangements conceived by other individuals and organizations.


The author suggests the study of such dependent variables as characteristics of adopting units, position of superintendents in the social structure, nature and extent of communication channels, and processes and bases of decision making.


Commenting on Project Hindsight, Carter concludes that an orderly process from research to development to use is largely a myth, and that there is, in fact, a great deal of crossing back and forth in terms of the development cycle involved, in terms of
findings, and in terms of people involved. He emphasizes seven points in this process:

1. The necessity of seeking the solution within the context of the problems.
2. The realization that the solutions to contemporary social problems will be complex and many-faceted.
3. The existence of certain critical conditions which are essential for the successful attack on any major problems.
4. The realization that the concept of assessment is fundamental to solving significant problems.
5. The necessity for the development of a new profession of social engineering or educational engineering.
6. The admission that simple solutions and instant experts are counter-productive.
7. The realization that a special problem exists because of the nature of the "gatekeeper" in contemporary problem areas.


In emphasizing the importance of planning, the author indicates what needs to be done, not how planning is to be accomplished.


Chase comments on the reasons for the lack of planning underlying the programs of the laboratories.


This study revolves around the following questions: What conditions encourage meaningful and effective teaching innovations? What is the effect of organizational context, varying peer patterns and principal-staff relations, in schools? The findings support only minimally the expectation that teachers operating in a supportive, yet non-coercive, peer atmosphere are likely to be more innovative than non-supported colleagues.


This study presents two major findings:

1. The objective structure of the school seems to affect adoption rather than innovation. In those schools where the communication structure was more hierarchical, teachers adopted innovation more often than in schools with a diffuse structure.
2. In those schools where the communication structure was more spread or diffuse, and where almost everyone was linked
to someone else, teachers innovated and shared more often than in schools with a hierarchical or non-diffuse structure.

Clark, David L., and Egon G. Guba. "Effecting Change in Institutions of Higher Education." Paper presented at the University Council for Educational Administration International Intervisitation Program, October, 1966. The authors focus on the development and diffusion functions necessary to the program of planned change and attempt to apply these functions to the operation of institutions of higher learning.

Cook, Desmond L. "A New Approach to the Planning and Management of Educational Research." Paper presented at the Annual College of Education Faculty Research Conference, Lake Hope, Ohio, October, 1964. The management process is broken down into six substeps: establishing project objectives, developing a plan, establishing a schedule, evaluating progress, decision making with regard to problem areas identified, and recycling. Research management refers to a comprehensive analysis of the topics to be studied, relating these to present situations and establishing priority for research projects. The management of research refers to the efficient administration of specific projects aimed at reaching the goals set by research management. Cook lists eleven questions to be asked when planning research projects.

Creshkoff, Lawrence. "Television and the Continuing Education of Teachers: A Feasibility Study of the Potential of Network Television for Dissemination of Educational Research Information." New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, August, 1967. (ED 015 667) This paper reports a three-phase study which seeks to bridge the gap between the producer of new educational ideas and the practitioner or teacher, by effective use of network television. The study recommends the development of a weekly, flexible-format television series to discuss educational innovations useful to all teachers at all grade levels and in all subject areas.

Culbertson, Jack A. "Organizational Strategies for Planned Change in Education." Paper prepared for the Conference on Strategies for Educational Change, Washington, D. C., November, 1965. (ED 010 915) The designing of strategies, essentially a developmental activity, involves the use of existing concepts to define a set of activities related to an explicit goal or goals in the one hand, and the projection of ways to cope with predicted conflict which will arise when the set of actions is implemented on the other. The author identifies three classes of constraints which bind our efforts to achieve planned change: our limited knowledge of change, personnel and other resources necessary for change, and cultural factors as, for example, traditional views of the role of local, state, and federal government in facilitating planned change.
The author then discusses four strategies for dealing with the constraints of educational change: a national education academy, an institute for the study of educational innovation, a plan to facilitate state and national policy development, and the application of operations research to local school district problems.


Culbertson states that the private sector has demonstrated a capacity to control its directions and policies through long-range planning; it has also been noted for its risk-taking abilities. On the other hand, educational organizations have not yet developed a planning capability and are much less inclined toward innovation.


The author states that rural schools have greater educational responsibilities than urban schools. He suggests the following: redistrict schools, construct new school buildings, prepare better teachers and administrators for rural youth, conduct more research, revise state aid formulas, create intermediate districts, expand vocational education, and utilize local resources in teaching methodologies. He emphasizes that we must redefine our priorities and do a better job with the techniques and tools that are available.


Dreyfus discusses the reasons for the gap in instructional television and proposes the following solutions:
(1) That presently available information be gathered together as a personal resource for those persons involved.
(2) That a complete bibliography of research be compiled.
(3) That more research of the sort most helpful to the producer and the teacher be carried out.


The author points out that periods of rapid-social change, such as the early Renaissance and the Enlightenment, also appear to have been periods of educational change.

State University, Columbus, 1961.
The author presents a model of change which looks at rejection rather than acceptance of innovation. He identifies different forms of rejection as ignorance, suspended judgement, situational, personal and experimental, and analyzes the possible causes of such rejection. The state of the subject and his anticipated responses to each form are indicated.

Farquhar, Robin H. "Incorporating Humanities Content into Preparatory Programs for Educational Administrators: Rationales and Structures." University Council for Educational Administration, January, 1967. (ED 014 818)
Farquhar identifies and discusses four major foci which account for the majority of rationales:
(1) A focus upon the general liberalization of administration.
(2) A focus upon the values and purpose-defining skills in administration.
(3) A focus upon creativity and analytical skills in administration.
(4) A focus upon the research skills in administration.
Three new inter-institutional strategies to this problem are discussed:
(1) The approaches which entail prolonged immersion in content with the humanities.
(2) Approaches which involve short-term exposure to the humanities.
(3) An amorphous group of approaches which falls somewhere between the first two categories in terms of duration of the program and the depth of involvement.

The main source of data for this report is a series of interviews. The author discusses various problems encountered at the Harvard Center under the following headings:
(1) Harvard tends to be highly research-oriented, rather than service-oriented.
(2) Although the various programs of the Center are well-run individually, those who were interviewed felt that more communication is needed among the various programs.
(3) The activity of the Center is examined in the light of two questions: "What do we really know?" and "What are our goals?"
(4) A historical perspective has been included for those who might be interested in tracing signs of present Center problems in the past deliberations.

This paper discusses some ideas concerning the relation of sociology to educational administration, with particular emphasis on the research activities of sociologists and the way in which such research might relate to the problems of school administration. The author makes the point that folk wisdom must be replaced with tested knowledge.


According to Gelatt, a good decision requires adequate and relevant information and an effective strategy for organizing, analyzing and synthesizing the information in order to arrive at a choice. The information requirement involves knowledge of the following:
1. Possible alternative actions.
2. Possible outcomes.
3. The probability of individual outcomes.
4. The desirability of outcomes with respect to preference and values.


The author discusses the following topics:
1. A plausible logic framework for educational research.
2. General criteria for research evaluation.
3. Elements of the study of the educational change process.
4. Methods and techniques for studying the change process components.
5. Criteria for adequacy of evaluating research techniques in the study of educational change.


Based on a study of three communities, the author states that educational decision-making is a political process involving the interactions, values, aspirations, and interests of various groups.


The following factors affect the public acceptance of change:
1. The public's image of the advocate of change.
2. The public's image of the organization and the ends it serves.
3. The public's view of the proposed changes.
(4) The congruence of the proposed change with generally accepted values and recognized social needs.

(5) Situational factors which facilitate or impede the acceptance of change.


The authors describe in two dimensions a change model applied to three Wisconsin school systems: that of planning for and managing specific changes which systems might need or desire; and that of assisting in facilitating and perpetuating a climate in which change and innovation might flourish as a natural feature of system operations. A change agent team, consisting of people who had other full-time responsibilities, was formed in each of the three systems.


The author discusses the following topics:

(1) The change in the nature of our educational institutions.
(2) The emergence of a new type of educational leader as a result of these institutional changes.
(3) The change in attitude toward leadership on present-day campuses.
(4) The newly recognized elements of university life which appear imminent.


The author feels that educational change is difficult for the following reasons:

(1) There is no economic incentive to innovate.
(2) There are very few change agents.
(3) Community forces outside schools discourage change.
(4) Educational research is difficult and underdeveloped, with no clear-cut way of getting research findings from the laboratory into the classroom.


Greiner discusses a research design, i.e., evaluation by non-participants, to be employed in evaluating organization change-efforts.

Guba defines and discusses three kinds of change: evolutionary; homeostatic, or reactive; and neomobilistic, or planned. He discusses seven factors affecting the emergence of meaningful change. He judges the model he proposes on the criteria of relevance and impact, and he describes it in terms of a utilization arm, an information arm, a research arm, a development arm, and a diffusion arm.


Guba raises five issues for consideration:
1. To what extent should the meaning of the term "educational researcher" be expanded to include the many new role types which are currently emerging?
2. What should be the relationship between the university and emergent agencies such as R & D Centers, the regional laboratories, Title III projects, and the like?
3. What is the relationship of research to the processes of educational improvement?
4. Can research be related to educational improvement without being subverted, particularly by the hucksterism which might easily characterize dissemination efforts?
5. What can educational researchers do to help train the vast coterie of personnel which will be required to fill the emergent research-related roles?


Also available in Knowledge Production and Utilization in Educational Administration, Terry L. Eidell and Joanne M. Kitchel (eds.). Portland, Oreg.: University Council for Educational Administration and Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration, University of Oregon, 1968.

Guba lists two assumptions which underlie his presentation:
1. There is a tremendous gap between knowledge production and knowledge utilization that cannot be spanned by either the producer or the utilizer himself, or even by these two active in concert, at least in the typical situation.
2. Knowledge is at best only one of a number of input factors in any practical situation.

He describes the four phases of his model: research, development, diffusion, and adoption. He states that experience from industry indicates that from five to eleven times as much investment is required to develop an application from a research finding than is necessary to produce the research finding in the first place. He depicts the functions of diffusion as being to
tell, to show, to help, to involve, to train, and to intervene. To evolve diffusion strategies implies some consideration of the following assumptions:

(1) Assumptions concerning the nature of the practitioner who will be exposed to the strategy.

(2) Assumptions concerning the end state in which one wishes to leave the practitioner.

(3) Assumptions about the nature of the agency or mechanism carrying out the diffusion activity.

(4) Assumptions concerning the substance of the invention.

Four kinds of emergent evaluation are seen as a tool to aid decision-making: context, impact, process, and product.

Guba, Egon G. "Methodological Strategies for Educational Change." Paper presented to the Conference on Strategies for Educational Change, Washington, D.C., November, 1965. (ED 011 404) Guba distinguishes between two general strategies: experimental, manipulative and interventionist; and a-experimental, observational, and laissez faire (field study). The intent of the former is one of inquiring into possibilities, while the intent of the latter is to inquire into actualities. He also discusses the action and content aspects of an objective which is set for an inquiry.

Guba, Egon G. "The Change Continuum and Its Relation to the Illinois Plan for Program Development for Gifted Children." Paper delivered to a Conference on Change, Urbana, Illinois, March, 1966. (ED 011 403) Guba describes his taxonomy of research, development, diffusion and adoption and then discusses the Illinois Plan in terms of this taxonomy. He feels that the plan, when assessed in terms of the criteria proposed in his taxonomy, leaves much to be desired.

Guba, Egon G. "The Development of Novel and Improved Strategies for Educational Diffusion." Proposal submitted to the U.S. Commissioner of Education through authorization of the Bureau of Research, April, 1967. The term "strategy" is defined as an overall design for gaining acceptance, while the term "technique" is used to designate particular means or methods by which strategies may be achieved.

Guba, Egon G. "The Impending Research Explosion and Educational Practice." Paper presented at the Summer Lecture Series, College of Education, Kent State University, July, 1965. (ED 011 405) Guba describes his taxonomy of research, development, diffusion, and adoption, and lists the criteria at each stage. He defines those evaluations which are undertaken in relation to development, diffusion, or adoption activities as field studies.


The procedures, structure, and modal described in this paper are
proposed as a systematic way to assess the effectiveness of an innovation. The model has three dimensions:

(1) Instruction which includes organization, content, methodology, facilities and cost.

(2) Institutional dimension which includes the student, the teacher, administrator and educational specialist, the family, and the community.

(3) Behavioral dimension which includes cognitive, affective and psychomotive behavior.


This paper contains an updated version of the author's "Dissemination and Translation Roles in Education and Other Fields: A Comparative Analysis."


Havelock presents a typology of eight linking roles: conveyor, consultant, leader, innovator, defender, knowledge builder, practitioner, and user. He lists three institutional questions of highest relevance to the topic of linking agent:

(1) What sort of institutional barriers, both in the resource system and in the client system, most frequently affect knowledge dissemination and utilization?

(2) What kinds of institutions are most effective for fostering (supporting, controlling) linking roles?

(3) What kinds of institutions serve as linkers?

Four institutional bases for the linker are university, government, commercial and practice. The advantages of permanent linking institutions for the individual linker are security, identity, and coordination, while its disadvantages are isolation, self-satisfaction, and rigidity. Linking institutions can overcome these disadvantages and maintain their validity through sub-organization into temporary systems. Havelock emphasizes the need for a drastic division of labor and a clear definition of sub-function which can only be accomplished through institutionalization. He also highlights the need for the linker to focus his activities in projects, time-limited and objective-limited sequences. He discusses four things that have to be done to build a functioning system of knowledge linkers:
(1) Build an institution which includes and supports the required roles.
(2) Recruit candidates to serve in these roles.
(3) Train these recruits to fill these roles.
(4) Supply them with the equipment necessary to help them do a good job.

The major theoretical and empirical studies of knowledge dissemination and utilization are grouped into the following three categories: research, development and diffusion perspective; social interaction perspective, and problem-solver perspective.

The endemic problems in linking roles are summarized under five headings: marginality, conflicting service goals (serving two masters); remoteness from the point of need (spatially and temporally), expertise overload, and channel inefficiency.
Havelock feels that a linkage consultant is necessary.

The authors describe "utilization" as a system with both a flow structure and an administrative structure. Such a system must be open and sufficiently flexible to adjust to changes in knowledge and technology. The utilization process has motivational aspects, interpersonal and group membership issues, and technical issues.

The author states that Guba and Cronbach espouse what is sometimes called a "pipeline" model of educational development; Hendrik Gideonse recently dubbed it the "hypodermic" approach. Herzog lists three flawed assumptions in the Clark-Guba-Cronbach model and lists the following assumptions of his own model at Harvard:
(1) The basic premise of Herzog's model states that the university and the school practitioner, both of whom are experts, are colleagues.
(2) The typical practitioner wants to do a good, and perhaps even an outstanding, job.
(3) The locus of the impetus for genuine change in the educational system resides, not in the university and not in the huckster whom Crombach so rightly condemns, but in the individual school, and then secondarily perhaps in the individual teacher and in the school system as a whole.

The comparison is made on the basis of four major components of action systems:
(1) The orientation base of the system, the needs, or interests, or values of actors that are at stake in the process.
(2) The properties of objects in the situation that are important to actors in the light of these interests.
(3) The normative rules discriminating between legitimate and illegitimate modes of action in pursuit of the interest in question.
(4) The generalized facilities that actors are expected to use to implement the interest in question.

The author feels that the main emphasis of the educational system lies in pattern maintenance (serialization). The main contribution of education is therefore its ability to maintain the social patterns of a society. Schools are criticized for failing to accomplish this end rather than for producing a low-quality commodity. The structure of the educational system is geared to its role in society; a change in one will affect the other. Both talent and motivation are available, but there is a serious problem in channeling them so that they can be used by society.

Hills, Jean. "The Functions of Research for Educational Administration." Revised version of a paper presented at the National Conference on Public Administration, Kansas City, Missouri, April, 1965. (ED 010 223)

The author suggests that the improvement of education and educational administration by the implementation of research is largely a process of rationalization. She approaches this problem on three different levels:
(1) The technical level which is concerned with means.
(2) The administrative level which is concerned with procuring and mobilizing resources.
(3) On both of these levels with a concern for the identification of the objective consequences of adopting certain goals and means.


According to Horowitz, current literature emphasizes the serious problems encountered in attempting to plan well for educational change: man's limited problem-solving capabilities, the lack of comprehensive information, the cost of comprehensive analysis, the failure to achieve a consensus on goals, the difficulty in evaluating values and goals, and the inability to predict the future even as little as five years in advance.

Horvat argues that the methods for achieving change have yet to be communicated. Five communication strategies for change are described: (1) written word, (2) formal meetings and conferences, (3) demonstrations, (4) training, and (5) involvement and intervention.


The author explains three general reasons for the failure of the change structure in the U.S.:

(1) The educational community in general and most professors of educational administration in particular have overemphasized the importance and utility of educational research and theory in bringing about change and improvement in education.

(2) We are overemphasizing "things," "products," and "gimmicks," as well as research, in our efforts to bring about change.

(3) The R & D Centers which looked so promising have emphasized almost exclusively the research aspects of their tasks and have generally been unable to make progress in the area of development.

Horvat lists four reasons for this situation:

(1) Lack of viable alternative solutions to existing educational problems.

(2) Lack of understanding of the educational change process.

(3) Lack of competent personnel to study the change process, to exercise leadership in designing and mounting change programs, or to implement those programs in action.

(4) Lack of tools and strategies through which educational improvements can be effected.

Horvat feels that there are three major options for the administrator's role in causing change to occur:

(1) The administrator can attempt to be an active leader in bringing about change, in which case he will have little time available to be an administrator as we normally define his role.

(2) He can assume a role in which he administers the school more or less as usual, shows fairly high interest in change, but does not spend a great deal of his time actually practicing change agency.

(3) A third role as an impeder, or blocker, of change is possible. He argues that the second option is the one most administrators can assume.

A good decision should be evaluated on the process used in making the decision rather than on the particular choice that is made. The basic and necessary prerequisites for scientific decision making are knowledge of the possible outcomes and the probability of success for each of the outcomes.


The author found a negative relationship between dogmatism and innovativeness. Highly dogmatic people were less innovative, depended more heavily upon personal than mass media communication channels, skipped the attitude change function in the innovation process, and conformed more closely to the social system norms on inventiveness.


Two of the major conclusions of this study are as follows:

1. The highly innovative superintendents are more outgoing, more assertive, more venturesome, more imaginative, more inclined to experiment, and more relaxed than the low-innovative superintendents.

2. There is no relationship between age of superintendent or mean years in a position and number of innovations, but there is a relationship between size of school district and degree of innovativeness.


This paper reports a conference whose purpose was the formulation of proposals and suggestions for a long-range information program for the encouragement and more effective use of the newer media for educational purposes.


Development is defined as the transformation of some scientific knowledge of theory, research findings, or research methodology into a form which is capable of improving education.

Jung discusses two types of linkage. **Carrier linkage** trains people to train others in the use of specific innovations. **Mutual bond linkage** trains people to train others in identifying improvement needs and coping with them by carrying out problem solving steps which utilize research findings and skills.


Scientific knowledge includes theory, research findings and research methodologies. Planned change is defined as the inclusion of certain basic problem-solving phases in adapting to an action concern. Each of these phases may or may not draw upon the practitioner's knowledge of educational settings and the social scientist's scientific knowledge. To the extent that they draw on the latter in creating products for the former, the process becomes one of utilizing scientific knowledge.

Kemp, Jerold E. "National Workshop on Educational Media Demonstrations." San Jose, Calif.: San Jose State College, October, 1962. (ED 003 778)

This report summarizes the procedures under which the workshop on educational media demonstrations was conducted and serves as a model for planning and executing local workshop projects.


This study reports that there are statistically significant differences between North Dakota educators and AERA members in attitudes toward, and in choice of, sentences which best illustrate various research procedures and terminology. It seems clear that teachers and administrators are not applying research recommendations at the pace recommended by researchers and knowledgeable educators.


This study finds that reorganization can and does provide more opportunities for students. It can and does influence positively the mental development of both boys and girls. But reorganization also appears to have a less than desirable influence on the personal and social behavior of boys. The first two outcomes can be readily supported by theory; the undesirable outcome was not.

The author describes a research study of twelve Wisconsin school districts which measures the relationship between the extent of innovativeness exhibited in school districts and the degree of consensus of expectations for the school board role within and between groups of citizens, teachers, elected municipal officials, and school board members. The study concludes that a school district's innovativeness is related in a positive manner to the amount of agreement between citizens and teachers regarding their expectations for the role of the school board. Districts with high agreement between internal and external segments will adopt more innovations at an earlier date than districts lacking this agreement.


The author presents four criticisms of existing research methods and makes four suggestions for improving the research. Three research methods are recommended: field experiment, computer simulation, and structural analysis.


The author feels that the development of the project has been unplanned in important and purposeful ways and will continue to be so. To be unplanned, however, is not to be haphazard or whimsical. He discusses the conflict between interest in data and interest in client, and argues that an interest in the client precludes a line-by-line implementation of a pre-determined plan. His solution to the planning-implementation gap is very real involvement which has as its focus the collective deliberation about ends and means.


Lippitt suggests that any process of knowledge utilization involves the closing or bridging of two gaps: the gap between the potential consumer or adopter and the resource repository; and the gap inside the consumer or adopter system between knowledge subsystems and action subsystems. He feels that if successful internal linkage in the system is to exist, there must be linkages between the intelligence, policy making, planning and implementation subsystems.

The authors discuss four factors that create barriers to research utilization and give particular attention to two of these barriers: the "status" barrier and the "value" barrier. They list differences between educational innovation and that in other fields:

1. In education, the innovation to be adopted is usually a much more complex phenomenon.
2. The adoption of a new model or practice usually involves a change in certain central characteristics of the practitioner.
3. Most successful adoptions in education require adaptation rather than pure adoption.
4. There is much less motivational support and cognitive input in education to stimulate the practitioner to see the need for improvement.
5. There is a lack of criteria for productivity; this means that the practitioner has difficulty in getting feedback about the success of his effort.
6. There is a conspicuous lack of trust and respect for centers of knowledge production as a relevant resource for the upgrading of practice.

Mallan, John, and Frank Creason. "Brass Ring Thinking." (n. p.), (n. n.), 1963. (ED 011 472)

The authors stress that the source of change comes from outside education and they discuss the implications of changes in society for the social science curriculum.


The authors suggest that education is a form of manipulation, since it anticipates a change in individual behavior which necessarily has social consequences. They state that since formal education is supported by public funds, it thereby justifies its inevitable impact on society. They believe that education must manifest its position as a social determinant in the curriculum, and they outline a curriculum which emphasizes the acquisition of social values and concepts.


The author presents an excellent summary of change as a general field, drawing upon all relevant disciplines. He concludes with a discussion of two change models: the interpersonal paradigm, and the inter-organizational paradigm.
McDavid states that the effectiveness of Head Start can be judged on the basis of the relationship between cost and benefit. If the benefits can justify the cost, the program has advantages for the child as well as for his family and community. In setting up a model for the program, input (population) plus operations (program attributes) must yield output (changes in population attributes). Although a program which has as many variables as Head Start is difficult to assess, it is nevertheless possible to translate these goals into operational dimensions.

McGuire, Carson. "Research and Development Center for Teacher Education." Austin, Tex.: Research and Development Center for Teacher Education, University of Texas, 1967. (ED 013 984)
Part A of this work contains an annotated bibliography for instructors in teacher education, while Part B contains an annotated bibliography on behavioral science research.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a definition of the boundaries and limits which pertain to innovations in the field of education. The author discusses the philosophical dilemma of the promotion of a deliberate change. He also discusses the nature of innovations, inventors, innovators, and adopters, and describes the process and tactics of diffusion. He concludes with a discussion of measurement and evaluation.

Meierhenry, W. C. "Processes and Theories of Innovation." Lincoln, Nebr.: University of Nebraska, (n. d.).
Eight models on innovation are described and discussed: Coughenour's sociology model; Brickell's model; Miles' model; Clark-Guba's model; Rogers' model; Have'sock's agricultural model; Havelock's medical model; and Lippitt's knowledge utilization model.

Michaels, Joseph. "Guidelines for the Establishment of an Office for Institutional Research and Development at Pasadena City College." Los Angeles, Calif.: University of California, 1967. (ED 014 275)
Four recommendations for the establishment of a research and development office include the following:
(1) The establishment of a program of institutional research.
(2) The employment of a director to be a line officer reporting directly to the president.
(3) The formulation of a minimal budget equal to one-half of 1% of the annual college expenditures.
(4) The formation of an advisory committee composed of the college deans and the innovators.
The office has several functions:
(1) It should stimulate and facilitate the cooperative staff planning.
(2) It should assist staff members in their research efforts.
(3) It should provide the collection and cataloguing of research reports and dissemination of the findings.
(4) It should establish a research reference library.
(5) It should provide assistance in data gathering.
(6) It should provide information needed in decision-making.
(7) It should operate as a liason between the college and the community.

Miles, Matthew B. "Education and Innovation: The Organization as Context." Paper presented at the Eleventh Annual Career Development Seminar, Auburn, Alabama, 1964. Miles describes the properties of organization which relate to organization health: task accomplishment, internal integration, and mutual adaptation of the organization and its environment. Miles feels that schools follow the bureaucratic model which is inappropriate. He sees two options:

(1) The altering of the schools' properties in some basic way so that traditional bureaucratic approaches will be more congruent with them.

(2) The developing of alternative models of organization which are a better fit and give guidelines for improving school functioning.

Miles chooses the latter. He concludes by discussing various approaches to organizational health.


The author explains an ambitious design for evaluating organizational change efforts: evaluation by non-participants.


The position taken here states that effort needs to be devoted to mastery of research utilization processes and skills for two basic populations: the utilization specialist situated in a wide variety of field settings, and the budding researcher as he moves through his graduate training. The author lists five research-related roles which seem to be under-conceptualized and under-filled with capable people: the educational development specialist, the field tester, the quality control man, the change agent or "catalyst", and the county agent. He then lists the role behaviors in which educational behaviors are not particularly competent.

Miller states that the concept of total planning is just making its debut in education. In fact, the techniques of this procedure, growing out of military and industrial needs, are barely ten years old. The need for a more comprehensive approach to educational planning is obvious as projects become more complex, call for greater allocations of money, become larger, and continue for a longer period of time. Miller then presents an overview of Title III, explaining its evaluation and future.


The author discusses a study of quality of education in Kentucky which applies cost-benefit and system approach to educational quality. The theoretical rationale of the study rests upon three assumptions:

(1) The major causal or determining qualitative factors in any given school system reside in the community in which the school system is located.

(2) The more important community determiners related to the quality of a school system are certain socio-economic factors.

(3) The educational attainment level of the adult population is the most influential socio-economic factor.

The findings corroborate these assumptions.


After discussing four major national concerns and listing eight prominent educational thrusts, Miller gives twenty-three recommendations concerning the future direction for teacher education.


Miller feels that education serves both as a leader and a follower of society, operating somewhere between the challenge of Count's Dare the School Build a New Social Order and Commanders's "Schools reflect society"-thesis. He discusses the problem of adaptation to change and the procedures by which present practices are adjusted to advancements. He describes desirable and undesirable criteria for change, and concludes by mentioning things that can be done about change: one can ignore it; resist it; adapt and accept it with an easy, false enthusiasm under the delusion of action; or design it and thus create the future.

The author doubts that there is as much transferability of the results of military R & D to civilian design as might be expected.


Pellegrin notes the importance of, and our failure to, distinguish between individuals or persons as sources of innovation and organizational sources, and between innovative or creative individuals and innovative or creative organizations. We have also confused the sources of innovation with its causes. Innovations may result from new discoveries arising out of research, or they may originate in rational analysis, deduction, speculation, dogmatic assertion, or other types of processes. Innovation depends not only upon discovery and adoption, but upon translation, implementation, experimentation, evaluation, diffusion, institutionalization, and other processes. In fact, the term "innovative" does not represent the entire range of matters that are our proper concerns of study; "change," which refers to the whole spectrum of processes from discovery to institutionalization more appropriately covers our concerns. Pellegrin lists ten sources of innovation and discusses six needed resolutions in thinking and practice. He concludes by discussing eight conditions that pose major impediments to the achievement of effective changes in education.


The author discusses the minority, top influentials, which dominates the decision-making process. In his study of three communities, the author found that the top influentials in education are persons who are involved in educational affairs by virtue of the official positions which they presently occupy or have occupied in the past. The top general influentials, who rarely rank high in educational affairs, tend to remain aloof in educational issues.


This paper describes the program of the Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration.

Pinney argues that no orderly process of research through development to use exists. He describes six basic assumptions for the R & D process.


The author recommends sensitivity training for pre-service teachers on the grounds that it facilitates the process of change by improving interaction.


In this paper, Rogers criticizes the exclusive concern with antecedents and correlates of educational innovativeness in the past study of educational change. A new model for educational change emphasizing the need to evaluate the consequences of innovation for teachers, learners and communities was suggested.


The authors describe two important biases that diffusion researchers have implicitly adopted:

1. Diffusion research has largely been a tool aiding the sources, not the receivers, of innovation diffusion.
2. The emphasis has been placed on individual, intra-personal variables, largely to the exclusion of social structure and organizational variables.

They discuss rational analysis and structural effects analysis which are needed methodological approaches. They see the following as potential conceptual emphases in diffusion research:

1. Diffusion effects variables.
2. Communication variables.
3. Social system variables.
4. Consequences variables.

Rubin describes four elements upon which school improvement rests: knowledge of present conditions, knowledge of possible improvements, knowledge of available methods to improve conditions, and the desire to improve conditions. There are five assumptions which contain the rationale for the program at the Center:  
(1) Most innovations which make an authentic difference in schooling necessitate the retraining of instructional personnel.  
(2) The development of innovations does not always parallel the fundamental problems of schools.  
(3) Enough information is not available concerning the degree and kind of preparation that should precede the introduction of an innovation.  
(4) Necessary school improvements frequently are overlooked in the innovative mainstream.  
(5) Both the mechanics of the change process and the growing teacher demand for authentic involvement in instructional policy have important implications for school leadership.  
He also discusses three types of projects carried on at the Center: the professional growth of school staffs; the diagnosis of school weaknesses; and the utilization of innovations.  


Schmidt, Les. "Planning at the Grass Roots." Speech presented at the National Outlook Conference on Rural Youth, Washington, D.C., October, 1967. (ED 014 360)  "Planning" is defined as the choice of a way of acting; this implies communication and some degree of common understanding. He argues that if planning is directed toward maximum freedom at the local level, full victory will never be won because planning is a process, always begun, but never fully achieved. Also, since its status often restricts the maximum exercise of free choice, a change in the system becomes mandatory, and this change can come about best through total process planning: i.e., through national, regional, and local participation.  

The author states that researchers want to optimize while practitioners (administrators) want to suffice. He discusses three problems or gaps in the connection between research knowledge and administrative practice:

1. Interpersonal relationships between behavioral scientists and school administrators.
2. Psychological linkages between the administrator's scientific knowledge and his actions.
3. Lack of connection between the practitioner's action repertoire and the requirements of each natural situation as it arises.

Seashore, Charles N. "A Proposal for the Planning of One-Week Workshops in Evaluation Research for State and City Department of Education Personnel." Washington, D. C.: National Training Laboratories, October, 1966. (ED 010 230) This report describes the planning of nine regional meetings to provide evaluation research training and it discusses issues in planning.

Seashore, Charles N. "Regional Meetings in Evaluation Research." Washington, D. C.: National Training Laboratories, October, 1966. (ED 010 229) The author discusses methods of dealing with evaluation sections of proposals from local districts under P. L. 89-10. He feels that there is a great deal of resistance to evaluative research. Local proposals do not meet evaluation requirements, but they are approved anyway because of public demand and opinion.

Shedd, Mark R. "Remarks." Paper delivered at the Annual Spring Conference, The Philadelphia Principals Association, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, June, 1967. (ED 019 324) Within the context of a recommendation for decentralization, Shedd describes P. S. 192M in Harlem which is administered by an independent principal who is the key figure in determining the quality of education his students receive.

Sieber, Sam D. "Organizational Resistances to Innovative Roles in Educational Organizations." Paper prepared for the University Center for Educational Administration Career Development Seminar, Portland, Oregon, October, 1967. (ED 015 536) Also available in Knowledge Production and Utilization in Educational Administration, Terry L. Eidell and Joanne M. Kitchel (eds.). Portland, Oreg.: University Council for Educational Administration and Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration, University of Oregon, 1968. Sieber explains why the work of such men as Rogers and Mort has limited application in delineating concrete processes and hindrances to educational change. He discusses four distinctive features of the educational system and their implications for innovation: vulnerability, quasi-professionalism, goal-diffuseness,
and formal coordination and control. He suggests that rational man, cooperation and powerless participant approaches to educational change must be encompassed in one strategy.

Small, George D. "What We Have Learned from Current Programs and Research about Disadvantaged Pre-School and Elementary School Children?" Tulsa, Okla.: University of Tulsa, (n. d.). (ED 014 744)

The author feels that there are three types of programs in operation:
(1) Those which follow traditional educational patterns and practices. 
(2) Those which follow traditional educational patterns and practices, but with some modifications or innovations.
(3) Those which are highly innovative in character.
He states that programs of the third type are rare, and that innovative ideas require the kind of specialized personnel that are not only hard to find, but also difficult to train. Thus, most school personnel have not been up to the task. The author found very few programs centering on any single lack in the disadvantaged youngster's development that have helped these children appreciably, and argues that there must be a broader approach.


The author makes the following observations:
(1) The advantages of decision studies in natural settings must be built into studies in artificial settings and vice versa.
(2) The research has not attempted systematic variation of the decision situation.
(3) Little research has been done on the awareness stage of the decision process.
(4) Research has not examined the plurality of roles and processes that make up the decision process.
(5) The concept of sequence in decision-making needs to be examined more fully than it had been in the past.


This paper defines various terms and puts forth propositions on research, invention, adoption, etc.


The authors discuss computer simulation of innovation diffusion. They argue that the researcher should fuse the stationary analysis of the diffusion process at one point in time with time consid-
operations through computer simulation.


The author defines planning as a form of information gathering and processing for the purpose of decision-making. He differentiates between need assessment and planning on the basis that the former is concerned with identifying and documenting needs while the latter is concerned with the identification and documentation of alternative solutions. A need assessment is made to enable a legally responsible policy-making body to establish priorities among needs, thereby giving direction to planning. The planning in turn should provide a basis for allocating discretionary resources. The basis for allocation has to do with improving the existing ratio of student benefits that have been set. The statement of need is concerned with student needs, not institutional needs. Institutional needs are dealt with in planning a solution, not in need assessment. The author concludes by listing five characteristics of a statement of need.


According to Tarcher, the American society needs specialists who can coordinate data and theory from their various disciplines within the boundaries of our social system. Institutions of higher learning must discover that the most effective teaching and learning are the result of involvement in research, not of the describing of present situations.


The author discusses three requisites of socio-behavioral knowledge:
(1) Relevance to behavioral maintenance or change. Problems of change can be specified more precisely as involving either the acquisition, strengthening, weakening or elimination of behavior.
(2) Empirical support.
(3) Operationally in action.

The two requisites of socio-behavioral practice which are also discussed are implementation of socio-behavioral knowledge and behavioral specifications of the relevant activities for achieving stabilization and change.

Vincent, Howard L. "Selected Bibliography: Application of Economic Analysis and Operations Research to Problems in Educational Planning." Washington,
This article contains a selected bibliography of relevant books and journal articles in the field.


This study investigates whether the phenomenon of shifts toward greater risk-taking following the discussion of risk-related materials can be attributed to greater general persuasiveness exerted by risk-takers than by conservatives. Its procedure tries to discover whether risk-takers would be judged more persuasive than conservatives following the discussion of risk-neutral materials. Risk-takers are judged slightly more persuasive than conservatives in the case of female discussion groups, but not at all in the case of male groups. The study concludes that the risky-shift phenomenon cannot be attributed to greater persuasiveness as a general characteristic of high risk-takers in male groups, while this factor can play no more than a small role in female groups.


This reports a study of two junior colleges, one using a merit pay system and one not using such a system. The study found that on the basis of subscribing to and reading relevant journals, engaging in formal studies, and participating in conferences and seminars, the people in the college with the merit system exhibited a greater commitment to maintaining their expertise.


Three main functions of research and innovation units are the development and maintenance of a model child-instruction program, continuous improvement of such a program through innovation, development and research, and the diffusion of desirable educational practices throughout the school plant and then on a more general level.

Research shows that, in spite of a favorable attitude toward scientific research, a gap exists between the initiation of an innovation and its wide acceptance. To help close this gap, teachers are encouraged to apply research findings to classroom practice and to determine their feasibility. The author cites sixteen studies on comprehension to illustrate the kind of inferences teachers could use.


The study discusses four factors which have significant bearing on the diffusion of ideas, but which have not received adequate attention:

1. The organization of knowledge so that alternative concepts can be located.
2. The identification of user groups of information and their information needs.
3. The extensiveness of diffusion on information within these user groups and the degree of penetration through various dissemination techniques.
4. Feedback techniques on the effectiveness of the concepts disseminated.


After discussing the political system and the educational sub-system, the author concludes that educational institutions tend to mirror the political environment in which they find themselves and therefore do not, because of their very nature, contribute to political change.
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